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ABSTRACT
The language used in newspaper articles affects the way readers’ internalize
issues presented; thus, when negative language is used, reader’s perceptions of issues
may be influenced negatively. One issue for which language and word choice are
particularly important is immigration, and historically, reporters have employed a variety
of metaphors while writing about immigration in the United States. During the summer of
2014, there was a noticeable outpouring of newspaper coverage relating to thousands of
unaccompanied Central American minors crossing undocumented to the United States.
Although undocumented migration from Central American has been a common
occurrence for decades, the number of children crossing during this time period was
unusual. Through the conceptual frameworks of “othering” and moral geographies, this
study uses content analysis to identify terminology and metaphors used in local
newspapers close to the U.S.-Mexico border, state-wide coverage along the U.S.-Mexico
border, and two national newspapers. Water-related metaphors were the most frequently
used type of metaphor. There was no correlation between the perspective of the article
toward the migrants and the use of metaphors. Thus, newspaper articles present
metaphors as neutral terms, although the connotation of these words may be very
negative, implying danger or harm. This demonstrates an underlying contradiction
between neutral newspaper coverage of an issue, such as immigration, and charged
language, which can lead readers to visualize immigrants as a danger to communities and
lifestyles, perpetuating the idea of immigrants as “others” threatening societal norms,
even while reading an article that is not overtly negative.
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INTRODUCTION
After reading many newspaper articles published from May through September
2014, one might assume the southwestern United States faced an unusually wet summer.
Words including “flood,” “inundated,” “surge,” “tide,” and even “hurricane” and
“tsunami” appeared quite frequently in coverage of local events. However, these words
were not used in reference to natural disasters but rather to describe the thousands of
unaccompanied Central American children apprehended by U.S. Border Patrol agents
after crossing the U.S.-Mexico border.
“Obama presses Central American leaders to slow a wave of child migrants,” a
951-word article, was published on July 26, 2014, by The New York Times. In the article,
migrant youth are presented in an overall positive manner, as the reporter describes
difficulties surrounding large-scale migrations, and includes a quote from President
Barack Obama in which the president expresses compassion for the children. However,
throughout the article, when reference is made to the children, the reporter generally uses
a water-related metaphor. Whether it is the headline, referring to a “wave of child
migrants,” the first graph, in which Central American leaders are urged to “help stem the
flow of migrant children toward the United States,” or references to children “who have
been pouring across the border with Mexico,” water-related metaphors appear many
times throughout the article.
“U.S. pay helps fuel cycle of migrants - Cash transfers back home keep families
afloat,” an article by the Houston Chronicle from August 8, 2014, argues remittances to
Central America have a role in encouraging immigration to the United States: “As U.S.
officials try to stem the flood of illegal immigration from Central America, they are
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working against a rising but less visible tide of money going back in the other direction.”
The article connects the current increase in youth migration to an ongoing cycle in which
Central American economies depend upon the money sent home by immigrants, often
undocumented, to the United States. The language used to describe the immigrants
themselves draws heavily upon water-related metaphors, from describing the immigrants
as part of a “flood,” to discussing how the Obama Administration is dealing with “the
wake” from the “surge of unaccompanied minors and families.”
Some newspapers grew more creative in their use of water-related metaphors,
such as the Arizona Republic. “Migrants amass at river’s edge,” a 792-word article
published on June 20, 2014, is among the few articles in which migrants themselves were
the primary sources. The article presents a sympathetic and well-researched view of
Central American migrants’ journeys attempting to cross to the United States. However,
throughout the article, water-related metaphors are used describing the journey and the
people undertaking the journey, such as the phrase “They [migrants at a Mexican shelter]
are part of an unprecedented tsunami of families and children traveling on their own
from Central America.” The reporter adds that “Border Patrol has been overwhelmed by
the surge.” This use of water-related metaphors implies danger and damages, introducing
a natural disaster with no real connection to the arid deserts through which the
unaccompanied minors traveled.
These examples highlight how print media’s language influences readers’
internalization of issues presented (Catalano, 2013; Chavez, 2008; Entman, 2007;
Fryberg, Stephens, Covarrubias, Markus, Carter, Laiduc & Salido, 2012; Said, 1993;
Schrover & Schinkel, 2013; Stewart, Pitts & Osborne, 2011; Wiley, 2013). They also
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help demonstrate how language is of particular importance in immigration coverage.
Whether it is vocabulary presenting immigrants as an “other,” or “out-group individual”
defined by Van Dijk as someone
assumed to differ in nationality, origin, “race,” ethnicity, class, language, gender,
occupation, status, education, class, role, personality or appearance
(differentiation). Thus, in prejudiced thought, perception or interaction, out-group
individuals are primarily categorized as members of the group defined by any of
these perceived differences (1987, p. 196),
or language describing immigrants as a metaphorical disease or natural disaster (Santa
Ana 1999, 2002), word choice and rhetoric employed are of great importance because of
the effects these can have on readers’ understanding of the issue. The media is “the single
most influential source of the public’s daily comprehension of the changing social
climate” (Santa Ana, 2002, p. 49); thus, studying media portrayals of immigration gives
insight into what information the public has access to when making decisions. Similarly,
biased coverage of immigration and immigrants can have consequences in voting
patterns, legislation and societal prejudices (Fryberg et al., 2012, p. 105).
Many researchers have studied how words, language and discourse are used in
coverage of immigration in the United States (Catalano, 2013; Chavez, 2008; Fryberg et
al., 2012; Schrover & Schinkel, 2013; Stewart et al., 2011). Immigration is a topic that
incites strong debate in the United States and is frequently covered by the media, thus
immigration coverage is an appropriate topic for a study such as this one, which focuses
on terminology and metaphors used in newspaper articles.
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This study centers on articles published in border-states and nationwide pertaining
to the unaccompanied Central American youth who migrated to the United States during
2014. Specifically, it examines local and state-wide newspaper in each of the borderstates and articles in USA Today and The New York Times, published between May 1 and
September 30, 2014. This time period encompasses the highest concentration of news
media coverage of unaccompanied minors. Using content analysis, each pertinent article
was coded. Terminology used to describe immigration status, the metaphors used in the
text and quoted, and other factors relating to the article’s focus and main sources were
included in the content analysis. In addition, terminology used to write about the
unaccompanied minors was compared across the different newspapers and the most
common metaphors were identified. Because local, state and national sources were
included, the analysis of how metaphors and terminology were shared by different types
of newspapers throughout coverage of this topic was possible.
Much research has been conducted on news media of undocumented immigrants
(Branton & Dunaway, 2009; Chavez, 2001, 2007, 2013; Fryberg et al., 2014; Kim,
Carvalho, Davis, & Mullins, 2011). Many studies focus on negative representations of
immigrants (Branton & Dunaway, 2009; Chavez, 2013; Fryberg et al., 2014; Møller,
2014; Santa Ana, 1999, 2002; Stewart et al., 2011), although there are some exceptions
(Ensor, 2008; Plascencia, 2009; Portes & Rivas, 2011) in the review of the literature. For
the purpose of background research for this study, the focus was primarily on literature
dealing with media coverage of Latino immigrants, the largest ethnic minority in the
United States (Stewart et al., 2011, p. 9).
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In 2011, Latino immigrants made up about 36 percent of the United States’
documented foreign-born population (Motel & Patten, 2013). This number grew by 10
percent by 2013, with about 19 million Latino-origin immigrants living in the United
States (Zong & Batalova, 2015). Historically, most foreign-born people living in the
United States are slightly older than the average native-born person (43 years of age
versus 36 years of age), and under 6 percent of this population were between the ages of
5 and 17.
In addition to this documented population, thousands of Latinos are deported
every year. “Immigration Enforcement Actions”, a report by the Department of
Homeland Security, shows that 662,483 people were deported from the United States in
2013. Of these, 64.1 percent were Mexican, 11.1 percent were Guatemalan, 9.7 percent
were Honduran, 7.7 percent were El Salvadorian and 0.9 percent were Ecuadorian
(Simanski, 2014). Drawing on this data, it is hardly surprising Latino immigrants, both
documented and undocumented, receive a great deal of news media coverage; however,
the literature dealing specifically with Latino migrant youth is not as developed as that of
Latino immigrants in general. This is an oversight. Although historically youth have
made up a small percentage of immigrants in general, they are still a population
deserving attention. The experiences of youth are different than those of adults (Anarfi,
Gent, Hashin, Iversen, Khair, Kwankye, Tagoe, Thorsen & Whitehead, 2005; Ensor,
2008; Portes & Rivas, 2011). The parameters of the background research for this study
have been expanded to include articles dealing with migrant youth in general rather than
solely Latino migrant youth in order to gain an understanding of how media portrays
immigrant minors. Using the conceptual frameworks of “othering” and moral
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geographies, this current research fits into the body of literature dealing with media
representations of Latinos, undocumented migrants and migrant youth. These populations
make up a small but significant portion of American society and by studying the ways
news media portrays them, researchers will gain better understandings of how these
groups will be accepted, or rejected by society.
BACKGROUND
MIGRATION FROM CENTRAL AMERICA
Adults and children have been migrating to the United States for centuries, from a
variety of different nations and for varied reasons. Chavez (2001) writes, “Immigrants are
reminders of how Americans, as a people, came to be, and immigration is central to how
we view ourselves as a nation” (p. 3). In many ways, United States policies have
contributed to the push factors of Central American migration, as
for years the United States government has had an active policy of direct and
announced intervention in the affairs of Central and South America: Cuba,
Nicaragua, Panama, Chile, Guatemala, Salvador, Grenada have had attacks made
on their sovereignty ranging from outright war to coups and proclaimed
subversion, from assassination attempts to the financing of “contra” armies (Said,
1993, p. 358).
Although historical ideas of colonial powers and imperialism have evolved in
recent decades, there still exists a powerful framework of thought in their place: “The
idea of American leadership and exceptionalism is never absent; no matter what the
United States does, these authorities often do not want it to be an imperial power like the
others it followed, preferring instead the notion of “world responsibility” as a rationale
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for what it does,” writes Said (1993, p. 356). This idea of “exceptionalism” provides
justification for United States interventions in other nations’ affairs (Said, 1993, p. 358);
although these present-day expansions are generally economically-oriented (Said, 1993,
p. 361), they are not unobtrusive
Since the late 1800s through the present, the United States has had bouts of
intercession in Central America, including construction of the Panama Canal in 1913,
military interference in Nicaragua and Honduras in 1909 and 1933, support for El
Salvador’s fight against The Farabundo Martí National Liberation Front (Frente
Farabundo Martí para la Liberación Nacional or FMLN), financing of the Contras in
Nicaragua (Rosenberg and Solís Rivera, 2007, p. 14-16) and “supporting right-wing
regimes in Guatemala, El Salvador and Honduras” (Massey, Durand & Pren, 2014, p.
1031) . These U.S.-led occupations often had negative outcomes for the citizens of these
countries but it wasn’t until 1979 that undocumented migration from Central America to
the United States really began (Massey et al., 2014, p. 1031). Said writes that “few
Americans have agonized over places like Haiti or Iraq once the crisis or their country’s
actual intervention was over” (1993, p. 361), highlighting the short memory many in the
United States have regarding reasons for migration and the role United States policies
may play in causes of migration.
The media’s role in these interventions is vital, as they are used as “sensory
extensions of the main cultural context” (Said, 1993, p. 368). Said describes the depiction
of Arabs by U.S. media and entertainment industries prior to the first U.S. intervention in
Iraq. Topics focused on demonstrating how different Arabs were from Americans, how
few cultural similarities existed between Arabs and Americans with little analysis of, or
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acknowledgment for actual cultural practices and differences within Arab states (Said,
1993, p. 370). This is a tragedy, as American efforts “to homogenize and isolate
populations in the name of nationalism (not liberation) has led to colossal sacrifices and
failures” (Said, 1993, p. 371). This problem of group homogenization will be raised again
during analysis of press coverage of Latinos in the United States.
Times of high migration from Central America generally followed political events
within individual nations. After the Sandinista’s rise in Nicaragua, rates of migration rose
quickly in the late 1970s. In the 1980s, with the U.S. Contra intervention, rates peaked
again, then dropped after the Central American Peace Accords in 1989 (Massey et al.,
2014, p. 1039). In the 1990s, a variety of peace processes and institutional reforms were
viewed with hope by many in Central America. A goal of these peace processes was
lessening state’s power over citizens, opening the pathway for democracy and increasing
accountability. Guatemala, El Salvador and Honduras were all facing hopeful changes,
with agreements between guerillas and governments taking place in Guatemala and El
Salvador and civilian control of the previously military run law-enforcement agencies in
Honduras (Cruz, 2015, p. 44). Massey et al. (2014) write, “In general, we conclude that
the odds of initiating undocumented migration to the U.S. rose during the period of
violence in the 1980s and then fell as the region calmed down in the 1990s but never
returned to the low levels observed in the early 1970s” (p. 1039).
Unfortunately, the momentum of the early part of the 1990s wore off and many
Central Americans were unhappy with the “pace of transformation” and “uneven
economic expansion.” Additionally, crime and insecurity were growing: “In Guatemala
and El Salvador, public opinion polls showed that people’s concern about political
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violence was replaced with anxiety over the increasing levels of common crime” (Cruz,
2015, p. 44). Cruz writes “the adoption of much of the Washington Consensus
(encompassing prescriptions for fiscal discipline and market liberalization) in Central
America restricted public policies that could have mitigated the harsh social conditions
faced by underprivileged populations” (2015, p. 45). Thus the United States’ history of
intervention in Central America had not stopped. Governments increased taxes and
citizens were less pleased with their situations. As a result, it was “hardly surprising that
many working-age Guatemalans, Hondurans and Salvadorans were extremely
disenchanted with the path of reforms. Many decided to look beyond their national
borders as they concluded that their countries offered few opportunities for progress”
(Cruz, 2015, p. 45).
Environmental disasters – Hurricane Mitch in Honduras and Nicaragua in 1998
and earthquakes in El Salvador – pushed more people to leave their homes. After the
disasters, the number of Central Americans living in the United States nearly tripled,
from 1,245,221 in 2000 to 3,326,578 in the 2010 census (Cruz, 2015, p. 46). Finally,
gangs are rampant in many Central American nations, especially in El Salvador,
Honduras and Guatemala. Many gang members have been deported from the United
States, particularly members of the Mara Salvatrucha Thirteen (MS-13) and the
Eighteenth Street gang from Los Angeles. Anti-gang movements in Central America
from 2000 to 2006 actually led gangs to become more powerful and to control wider
territories as gangs consolidated (Cruz, 2015, p. 46). Together, these factors act as
powerful motivations for migration.
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THE CURRENT BORDER “SURGE”
The sheer magnitude of unaccompanied minors who crossed the United States’
southern border from October 1, 2013 to September 30, 2014 was remarkable when
compared with past rates of migration from Central America (Isacson & Meyer, 2015).
The events along the U.S.-Mexico border during summer 2014 spurred a large amount of
immigration-related coverage, specifically related to young migrants. During Fiscal Year
2014, the U.S. Border Patrol reports a 77 percent increase in child migration from the
same period the previous year; nearly 63,000 children crossed the U.S.-Mexico border
during this time period (Southwest border unaccompanied alien children, 2014; Renwick,
2014).
This is unusual because overall apprehensions of undocumented immigrants at the
border has “only slightly increased during this time period, and remain at historic lows”
(Southwest border unaccompanied alien children, 2014). As described above, a variety of
“push factors” are cited as the reasons for this migration. About 75 percent of the children
are from Honduras, Guatemala and El Salvador, which is a remarkable difference from as
recently as 2009, when about 80 percent of unaccompanied minors apprehended were
Mexican (Renwick, 2014).
The reasons for migration varied but were often cited as attempts to escape
violence, especially endemic gang violence in their countries of origin, and to reunite
with family members already in the United States (Isacson, & Meyer, 2015; Renwick,
2014; U.S. Dept. of Health & Human Services, 2014). Honduras has the world’s highest
homicide rate, weak institutions and insufficient or corrupt law enforcement. El Salvador,
with the world’s fourth highest homicide rate, is plagued by gang violence. Gangs often
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target youth for recruitment and respond with violence if children are not willing to join
them (Renwick, 2014). Guatemala has the world’s fifth highest homicide rate, endemic
poverty and high rates of gang violence (Isacson, Meyer & Morales, 2014).
Many of these children were very young compared to those involved in past
migrations. Pew Research Center found a 117 percent increase from 2013 to 2014 in the
number of children aged 6 to 12 migrating unaccompanied. There was a 12 percent
increase in the number of teens aged 13 to 17 during the same time period (Krogstad,
Gonzalez-Barrera & Lopez, 2014).
The majority of unaccompanied Central American minors entered the United
States through what is known as the Rio Grande Valley sector. This is a 150 mile long
stretch of the U.S.-Mexico border in Texas where slightly fewer than 50,000
unaccompanied minors were apprehended by Border Patrol between October 2013 and
September 2014. More children crossed in this area because that section of the border has
received less attention in recent years, while the Tucson, San Diego and El Paso sectors
were built up extensively. Additionally, the Rio Grande Valley sector is the closest entry
point for Central Americans traveling through Mexico and it is also more accessible by
train, which was a common form of transit for migrants through Mexico (Isacson et al.,
2014).
Some of the unaccompanied minors who arrived in the United States will be
eligible for asylum, and must go through hearings to determine whether they will be
allowed to stay in the United States. Children apprehended by the Border Patrol are put
into the care of the Office of Refugee Resettlement (ORR), as they await trial. “ORR
makes and implements placement decisions in the best interests of the child to ensure
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placement in the least restrictive setting possible while in federal custody,” according to
the office’s website (About Unaccompanied Children’s Services, 2014). The office
reports one out of four children crossing during the fiscal year 2013 were under 14 years
old and about 23 percent were female. The most common reason for migrating was
escaping gang violence (48 percent) and other reasons included family reunification,
work opportunities and as victims of human trafficking.
Children are supposed to stay at a federal facility for no more than 35 days, after
which they are placed with family or sponsors. Many reports state the children
understand something of what they will go through upon apprehension, such as being in
detention and possible reunification with family but that even detention is better than
facing death and violence at home (Renwick 2014; About Unaccompanied Children’s
Services, 2014).
Throughout the summer, many lawmakers tried to blame the increase in
unaccompanied minors’ migration on immigration policies such as the Deferred Action
for Childhood Arrivals (DACA).1 Although none of the children now arriving in the
United States are eligible for DACA, lawmakers still cite this legislation as a factor in the
migration. Because of the unprecedented numbers of unaccompanied minors who were
arriving during this time, government agencies were not prepared to address the needs of
the children. Much of the summer’s news coverage dealt with economic worries and
1

This is a 2012 executive order allowing some undocumented immigrants who were brought to the
United States as children to stay in the country and work legally. Among other requirements, eligibility is
contingent upon the individual having been brought to the United States before the age of 16, having
lived in the U.S. since 2007 without leaving, having no criminal record, attending school or serving in the
Armed Forces and being under the age of 31 as of June 15, 2012 (Consideration of Deferred Action for
Childhood Arrivals (DACA), 2015).
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Obama’s request for $3.7 billion to be used for border surveillance, more detention
facilities and personnel to patrol the border (Renwick, 2014). Debate arises about the
responsibilities for communities and the government to provide care and assistance to the
children, many of whom ought to be designated as refugees, and the need to “expedite
deportations, and increase security at the border” (Renwick, 2014).
By the end of August 2014, the number of unaccompanied minors crossing the
border dropped drastically, and the reasons are still relatively unclear. The Washington
Office on Latin America offers three hypotheses to explain the change in migration. Over
the summer, the Mexican government began apprehending more Central Americans
traveling illicitly through Mexico and to more strictly enforce laws against migrants’ use
of cargo trains to travel toward the United States. Unfortunately, advocates say these
policies probably caused Mexico to deport thousands of Central Americans who should
have been granted asylum or humanitarian relief (Isacson & Meyer, 2015). Another
possible reason is related to rumors smugglers reportedly spread, claiming the United
States government was offering a free pass for residency through June 2014. “This could
help explain the sharp uptick in arrivals as part of a rush to arrive in the United States by
that date, and would account in part for the notable decrease afterward,” write Isacson
and Meyer (2015).
The third reason the Washington Office on Latin America offers are the public
relations campaigns run by the United States in sending countries, which were aimed at
dissuading migration and emphasized the lack of free passes for residency.
A Pew Research Center report stated that about 57 percent of Americans said
“they have heard a lot about the recent influx of children” crossing into the United States
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from Central America during the summer of 2014 (Pew Research Center, 2014).
Statistics show while there was a substantial increase in migration from April 2014
through July 2014, the existence of such migration was not unprecedented. While it had
slowed dramatically by August 2014 through the end of fiscal year 2014 (Isacson &
Meyer, 2015), it did not suddenly stop when the coverage dropped off. The concentrated
news media coverage can be used to analyze how undocumented immigration, and
specifically, how the media covers migration of unaccompanied minors. This study
analyses newspaper articles published locally, state-wide and nationally, which present
both a view of the ways migration is discussed in America and highlight the variety of
metaphors used discussing this complicated issue. Additionally, it offers a platform for
comparing coverage across these venues and complements the body of literature dealing
with issues of migration and media coverage of undocumented and documented
immigrants.
THE “LATINO THREAT NARRATIVE”
Latino immigrants have been portrayed differently than other immigrant groups
arriving in the United States (Chavez, 2013). These portrayals are often negative, which
has contributed to feelings of fear toward Latinos in the United States today, which
Chavez terms the “Latino Threat Narrative” (2013). This fear references a belief that
rather than immigrating and assimilating, Latino immigrants are “part of an invading
force from south of the border” that will try to conquer America and destroy “the
American way of life” (Chavez, 2013, p. 3). When this “threat” is not made explicit, it
remains an underlying assumption in much of the media coverage and popular debates
surrounding Latino immigration (Chavez, 2013, p. 4). Chavez argues that the “Latino
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Threat Narrative” works well as a part of national discourse because the underlying tenets
on which it is based are believed by so many people. Further, he argues that as a group,
Latinos are frequently described as homogenous and unwilling to change (2013).
Additionally, there are myths that Latinos are less educated and hold different values than
others living in the United States (Chavez, 2013, p. 45). These ideas developed over
decades of coverage and Chavez points out the “real danger posed by the Latino Threat
Narrative, and the acrimonious debate over Latino immigration that it informs, is that it
blinds us to the reality that Latinos are a vital part of U.S. society” (2013, p. 213).
In his work (2013), Chavez analyzes four high profile media events centered on
Latino immigrants. His analyses delved deeper into questions of what it means to be a
citizen, differences in rights afforded to citizens and non-citizens, and border security.
Presenting the issue and the type of coverage it received opened up the arena for Chavez
to offer counter arguments and to question the veracity of most of the popular claims
presented against immigrant inclusion.
For example, in his discussion of the Minutemen, Chavez demonstrates how the
“Latino Threat Narrative” anti-immigrant discourses are shared via sensational news
coverage. Chavez (2013) analyzed media coverage of the Minutemen Project’s
emergence along the U.S.-Mexico border. This project started in October 2004, when Jim
Gilchrist called for Americans to come to the Arizona-Mexico border to protect it from
“illegal immigrants.” Protesters wanted to make a stand against what they saw as
Congress and the President’s collective failure to monitor who was entering the United
States and to stop a “decades-long careless disregard of effective U.S. immigration law
enforcement” (Chavez, 2013, p. 136). Chavez describes this call to action as a “logical
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consequence” to the long running anti-immigration political climate and public discourse
(2013, p. 136). Nationalistic phrases, like “Defending our borders” and “Americans doing
the job government won’t do” were used to add legitimacy to the Minutemen Project
because they gave the participants a guise of patriotism and built upon a historical myth
of defense (Chavez, 2013, p. 138). However, the United States government did not look
on the project favorably and actually called the Minutemen “vigilantes” (Chavez, 2013,
p. 139).
Organizers planned for more than the 200 volunteers who showed up to patrol.
The volunteers were stationed in seven outposts along 23 miles of the border (Chavez,
2013, p. 140). However, the number of media representatives was greater than
anticipated. A report by the Los Angeles Times states, “The number of media members
here Friday to cover the volunteer border patrols nearly outnumbered the Minutemen”
(Chavez, 2013, p. 144). This media response – extensive coverage, documentaries, and
exhibition – built the spectacle into a nationally known event. Negative attention came to
the border region as the public heard about the dangers “illegal immigration” posed for
the nation and the government’s inability to address the issues. Many people living far
from the border would have little personal reference enabling them to question these
actions and accusations and would likely base opinions on what the media was sending
out from the area. The Minutemen Project grew to nearly 600 members by February and
press coverage remained strong (Chavez, 2013, p. 148).
There was some negative reception of the Minutemen, such as political cartoons
and public commentary (Chavez, 2013, p. 150); however, the damage done to
immigration supporters by the protest outweighed this negative press. More Border Patrol
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agents were added to the border region and similar border protection projects began in
other states by civilians. Public debate turned more toward increasing border enforcement
activities and away from the discussions that had been going on surrounding legalization
and guest worker programs (Chavez, 2013, p. 149). While these changes cannot be
directly linked to the Minutemen Project and surrounding media spectacle, there is a
relationship between the activities and attitudes and behaviors. The media’s reporting on
the project made a national event of a very small and ineffectual local protest. This
demonstrates the manner in which discourse can quickly morph into something more
powerful and more pervasive than would be expected from the original event it
surrounds.
An event can be played up by media coverage so as to appear more important and
thus have more power in persuading the public to think a certain way. Additionally, this
is a prime example of the “Latino Threat Narrative” playing out in media coverage, as the
Minutemen reportedly came to the border to stop “part of an invading force from south of
the border” that will try to conquer America and destroy “the American way of life”
(Chavez, 2013, p. 3), although the actual threat was much lower than the perceived one.
The growth of the spectacle shows readers far from the border believed there was a threat
posed by undocumented immigrants crossing the border, although they may have had
little direct interactions with Latinos and undocumented immigrants in the past.
IMPORTANCE OF TERMS AND LANGUAGE
Underlying discussion of the “Latino Threat Narrative” and its underlying
presence in media coverage of migration is the use of specific language used to discuss
immigration status. Opposition between use of the word “illegal” and “undocumented”
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has developed in both popular and political discussion regarding the underlying meanings
of the terms and it is necessary to ask whether their legal significance is lacking. Users of
the terms “illegal aliens,” “illegal immigrants,” and “illegals” generally highlight the
“negative socio-economic impact of migrants,” focusing on criminal acts and danger,
while those who use “undocumented workers,” “undocumented immigrants” or
“undocumented” tend to point out “their positive economic contribution to the U.S.”
(Plascencia, 2009, p. 376). “Unauthorized” is another less abrasive term used by news
media in place of “illegal.” The historical background for use of these terms and analysis
of political and legal correctness is often lacking in news media coverage of immigration.
The question of illegal versus legal immigration has been brought to the forefront
in immigration discussions. This is a problem, Plascencia argues, because even those
supporting migration are forced into the paradigm of using language focused on legality
(2009, p. 412) and terms that are not clearly based in United States immigration law.
Plascencia describes “legal immigration” and “documented immigration” as “redundant
designations.” He writes,
Under U.S. migration law, a person who has formally “immigrated” is an
“immigrant,” and as such has been allowed to enter and live permanently in the
United States, and given a document (i.e., a green card); thus for a migrant to be
categorized as an “immigrant” means that the person was part of a “legal
immigration” process (Plascencia, 2009, p. 380).
Likewise, the term “illegal alien” is nonsensical, as it is commonly used
referencing “persons who are thought to have entered the U.S. without authorization,
what Border Patrol agents informally label EWIs (Entered Without Inspection)”
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(Plascencia, 2009, p. 381); however, legally, it would not be appropriate to identify or
refer to a person an “illegal alien” if he or she overstayed a visa or was convicted of a
crime that is not a felony.
Historically, the U.S.-Mexico border has been the focus of “border security”
much more than other United States borders. Through campaigns about national
sovereignty, controlling the border and ideas of Mexican migrants as problems, the use of
the terms “illegal,” “undocumented,” and “alien” have sometimes been used
synonymously with “Mexican” (Plascencia, 2009, p. 383). This conflates Mexicans with
criminals and anyone threatening national sovereignty while ignoring factual information
about migrants and immigration in general. Such generalized characterizations make it
more difficult for serious discussion to take place around issues such as immigration push
factors, dangers faced by Central American immigrants while traveling north and
discrimination against Latinos. Unfortunately, these generalized characterizations are not
a recent phenomenon and are based in the historical framework of the American
southwest.
Much of the current southwest was once a part of Mexico and it was not until the
1848 Treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo and the subsequent Gadsden Purchase in 1853 that the
United States gained what are today parts of the states of Colorado and Wyoming and the
states of California, Arizona, Nevada, Utah and Texas (González de Bustamante, 2012,
pg. 21). Although Latinos have always lived throughout these areas, media coverage has
often portrayed them in negative lights and “by the early part of the twentieth century,
negative stereotypes about Mexicans and immigrants were well entrenched in the public
and political discourse, which worked to strengthen a dominant moral geography of
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Arizona” (González de Bustamante, 2012, pg. 26). “Moral geography” is defined as “an
ethical choice made about a particular people and place, and it is also an internal logic
that belongs to the particular people and place,” (Opie, 1998, p. 242). The media have
contributed to the complex moral geography of the American southwest and González de
Bustamante argues “it is through media content, whether on screen or in print, where
moral geographies appear as representations of reality and the very ideological soul of a
community” (González de Bustamante, 2012, pg. 22). Thus, calling a person “illegal”
differentiates him or her from the rest of the community; those who are supposed to be
present in that community. This differentiation between those who belong and “others”
goes back to the beginning of the “nativist” press – “discourse demonizing U.S.
immigrants” – in the 1800s (Stewart et al., 2011, p. 9).Thus the themes of moral
geography and societal othering can be used to complement one another: the “others” are
outside the accepted moral geography of those “belonging” in a certain space. The
purported crime of the “other” is to be separated from the accepted “ideological soul” of
these places.
The use of the words “illegal” and “undocumented” fit into the moral geographies
of media coverage in the United States. While the different terms may seem like
semantics, they do point out the imperfections of discourse commonly used in discussing
immigration and the dangers of using rhetoric. The effect these discussions have on the
way the public thinks about immigrants, which in turn affects the lives and well-being of
thousands of people. These aspects of the immigration dialogue are reminders of the
imperfections in the vocabulary news media uses discussing immigration and should be
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reminders of the dangers of using rhetoric and imprecise discourse when discussing
issues pertinent to the well-being of any group in society.
The importance of vocabulary in news reports is highlighted by a change accepted
vocabulary by The Associated Press (AP). In April 2013, The Associated Press Stylebook
instituted a change regarding the use of the term “illegal.” The AP claims to be “one of
the largest and most trusted sources of independent newsgathering” and is known as the
“gold standard for news writing” (Christian, Jacobsen & Minthorn, 2010, foreword). This
is a standard for many of the published media outlets and thus a major influence on
terminology used by the media. In a statement posted on April 2, 2013, The AP Stylebook
stated that the terms “illegal alien, an illegal, illegals or undocumented” are not to be
used except for in direct quotes.
Additionally, people should not be described as “violating immigration laws
without attribution” and that the word “illegal” cannot be used to describe a person
(Colford, 2013). Kathleen Carroll, Senior Vice President and Executive Editor for The
AP Stylebook, is quoted, “Our goal always is to use the most precise and accurate words
so that the meaning is clear to any reader anywhere” (Colford, 2013). Thus, The AP
Stylebook can be seen as making a powerful statement by publically calling for an
ultimatum on use of the term “illegal immigrant” when following its standards; however,
it remains unclear whether standard is in common practice.
For this study, research will build upon the work of Chavez (2012), Plascencia
(2009) and González de Bustamante (2012), among others in the extant literature, by
analyzing terms used to describe unaccompanied minors, questioning how the minors are
portrayed by the news media. The works of Chavez and González de Bustamante dealt
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primarily with coverage of adult migrants, whereas this study looks at portrayals of
migrant youth. Determining what language is used, and whether it differs in the
newspaper articles used in this study, will help to expand the body of literature dealing
with newspaper coverage of migrants. Additionally, this study will aid in determining
whether the use of the “illegal” is still common practice in the selected newspapers.
Through this study, the presence of moral geographies used describing immigration will
be made apparent, as will the “othering,” overt or not, of immigrants as portrayed by the
selected newspaper articles.
DEFINING RHETORIC AND DISCOURSE
While definitions of rhetoric have varied greatly, two themes are commonly found
in discussions of the term. The first is that “essential activities of rhetoric are located on a
political stage” (van Dijk, 1997, p. 157) and the second is that “rhetoric is discourse
calculated to influence an audience toward some end” (van Dijk, 1997, p. 157). Although
goals of rhetoric can be interpreted in different ways, there is some consensus that it is “a
type of instrumental discourse. It is, in one way or another, a vehicle for responding to,
reinforcing or altering the understandings of an audience or the social fabric of our
community” (van Dijk, 1997, p. 157). This definition’s implications have changed with
the common use of the Internet as a source of news. While not everyone has equal access
to printed and published news, media in general is more widely available today than it
was in past decades, which can increase the power of rhetoric in discussing current
events. Information can be received by users in different time periods and far from where
the piece originated (van Dijk, 1997, p. 160), and the Internet has magnified this effect,
allowing an ever wider audience in both time and space to be reached quickly. The media
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“are the most pervasive sources of news and information, particularly regarding issues
and events with which the audience has no direct access or experience” (Subervi-Vélez,
2008, p. 4). While this can be positive as it allows more knowledge of events, it also
opens the door for easier and faster distribution of rhetoric, along with information
presented without context.
Discourse, like rhetoric, is not an easily defined term. It can refer to both language
and to ideas and attitudes presented by word choice (van Dijk, 1997, p. 2). Van Dijk
(1997) stresses the need to address both spoken and written words along with the context
of the work. “Context” is defined as “the other characteristics of the social situation or the
communicative event that may systematically influence text or talk” (van Dijk, 1997, p.
3). This is an important distinction because published articles and news are both part of
analysis of the discourse used to discuss immigration. It is imperative to ask what ideas or
beliefs are shared through word choice and manner of description. Additionally, word
choice contributes to the perpetuation of “othering” by presenting some people as
different from the accepted main group, whether by appearance, language, customs, or
some other recognizable trait.
“Lexical variation” is a concept related to word choice because it demonstrates
the different ideologies and opinions held by speakers and writers. An example of
“lexical variation” is the use of the term “terrorist” versus “freedom fighter” (van Dijk,
1997, p. 20). The connotation of “terrorist” is of a person who uses terror and violence to
frighten others, often to accomplish a political goal (Terrorist, 2013). However, a
“freedom fighter” is defined as “a person who takes part in a resistance movement against
an oppressive political or social establishment” (Freedom fighter, 2013). These terms
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could often be used for the same individuals, but the choice of which term depends upon
the ideologies of the speaker or writer (van Dijk, 1997, p. 20). “Terrorist” is
automatically a very negative term and is associated with criminality and violence in the
United States. However “freedom fighter” could be a positive term, depending on the
context and affiliations of the person in questions. These subtleties are “small but
significant” (van Dijk, 1997, p. 33), as will be demonstrated as the terms used to discuss
undocumented migration are described.
Van Dijk (1997) quotes Gill and Whedbee, arguing “discourse is not benign but
hegemonic; rhetoric can operate as a means of domination and oppression” (p. 160).
Through this description, it is made clear the manner in which something is presented can
have an impact on how it is received, an idea that will be important later in discussing as
the terminology of migration issues and which we have touched upon with discussion of
differences between “illegal” and “undocumented.” Hegemonic rhetoric has great power,
as it prevails when the “consensual aspect of power is in the forefront” (Cox, 1983,
p.164). It is generally able to ensure most people conform to the desired behavior.
Cox’s analysis of Gramsci’s definition focuses on the Machiavellian influences on
Gramsci. He explains this viewpoint allows the concept of hegemony to be separated
from the traditional ideas of a hegemonic ruling power and instead connects it to
“relations of dominance and subordination” (1983, p.164). This definition is useful in
analysis of immigration discourse and rhetoric because using negative discourse when
writing about immigrants and undocumented immigrants may lead readers to be more
accepting of the overall hegemonic ideas of national identity and opposition to the
“other” who belongs outside that identity. This is similar to the conclusions drawn by
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Chavez regarding the “Latino Threat Narrative” because it demonstrates through media
sources, immigrants and Latinos may be described as outsiders in the United States, and
potentially dangerous, an idea drawing on reader’s fears of people who are different from
their accepted norms.
For Gramsci, language is a tool that can be used to demonstrate power and also a
way to describe how power functions (Morton, 2006). In order to gather the mass consent
needed for hegemony (Morton, 2006), the dominant group creates a fear of immigrants
and undocumented migrants by manipulating rhetoric and discourse. This creates a
“deeper nationalist conceit,” argues De Genova (2010, pg. 53). Nationalism is connected
to modern forms of “social contract theories;” necessary for democratic governments and
states. In return for giving states power, the people entrust the state with sovereignty (De
Genova, 2010, pg. 53). Those who are included in the state are thus automatically
differentiated from those outside the state, which allows hegemonic, powerful ideas of
nationalism and citizenship to grow along with ideas of the rule of law and the need for
regulation (Cornelisse, 2010; De Genova, 2010).
In this study, use of water metaphors will be demonstrated to be a dominant part
of the discourse describing immigrants and specifically, unaccompanied minors. These
metaphors separate migrants from America’s dominant hegemony, namely, those who are
seen as belonging within the state, by portraying migrants as a danger to society. This
separation in turn strengthens the rhetoric and negative discourse employed by the
dominant group as this discourse is employed more frequently and reinforces the idea of
undocumented immigrants as “others.” Water metaphors are not neutral; rather, use of
metaphors like “flood,” “tidal wave,” and “surge” refer to natural disasters, events which
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cause damage to communities and to personal property. When these words are used to
refer to human beings, their individuality is diminished. They are unnamed and
unidentifiable, rushing toward the United States in a harmful and uncontrollable manner
(Santa Ana, 2002).
Although Santa Ana (2002) points out water metaphors being used to describe the
migration of people can be seen as a logical one, in that there is a clear correlation of
movement; “such a formulation of movement of people is not the only possible image
that can be employed” (Santa Ana, 2002, p. 72), and words less evocative of danger and
harmful situations would be less dehumanizing and contribute less to the “othering” of
immigrants.
NORMALIZATION OF DISCOURSE AND CREATION OF “OTHERS”
Certain more socially accepted and commonly used terms arise when debating
issues and immigration is no exception. The use of the term “illegal immigrant” has risen
to the forefront in discussion of undocumented migration, although recent steps have
been undertaken to limit its use in some published news sources (Colford, 2013). The
term emphasizes the perceived criminality of actions related to unauthorized
immigration, pushing undocumented people outside defined societal norms “legal”
immigrants are perceived to uphold, because by following the law, they are a part of the
perceived moral geographies of the regions. These ideas could not be supported without
powerful themes of state sovereignty; those who belong inside a state and those who do
not. Thus,
The contemporary portrayal of immigration as a phenomenon that upsets the
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existing order is the result of the perceived naturalness of the way in which the
modern notion of sovereignty has linked people, territory, and authority and its
particular construction of an inside and an outside (Cornelisse, 2010, p. 107).
This question of illegal versus legal immigration has been brought to the
forefront in immigration discussions. “The reasons for choosing one term over another
are mostly implicit, but never neutral. Words can have a negative or a positive
connotation, and people make choices regarding the words they use,” (Schrover &
Schinkel, 2013, p. 1127). When choosing between “illegal” and “undocumented,”
reporters are deciding whether to depict the person as a lawbreaker or as a more neutral
and sympathetic personage.
When looked at in a historical context, differentiation between “illegal” and
“undocumented” becomes even more vital. Cornelisse writes, “at no point in history has
sovereignty meant absolute rule without accountability, and arbitrary use of power by the
sovereign has never gone unchallenged” (2010, p. 108). She argues immigration
detention is “the ultimate example of how national states can freely resort to their hitherto
unrestrained territorial powers in order to validate sovereignty’s claim to distinguish the
inside from the outside” (2010, p. 108). This leads to the creation of immigrants as
“others,” and focuses on the legality of immigrants’ place in the nation.
The media’s role in these historical and political interventions has been vital, as
they are used as “sensory extensions of the main cultural context” (Said, 1993, p. 368). A
reporter’s choice of words can influence the way his or her work is perceived, which can
contribute to a news piece appearing more nationalistic. When this idea is looked at in
conjunction with the work of Santa Ana (2002), it demonstrates that a reporter’s choice
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of metaphors and rhetoric can aid in homogenizing and isolating populations. When, for
example, water metaphors are used in immigration discussions, the choice of these words
over other words adds to the homogenization of immigrants because through the
metaphors, they are depicted as a featureless group.
This example can be applied to the depiction of undocumented immigrants, and
sometimes all immigrants, within the United States because media and cultural sources
are often used to present immigrants as homogenous and isolated. In his study of
magazine covers, Chavez (2001) found that magazines had common themes relating to
immigration, such as
the nation of immigrants narrative, the melting pot narrative, the cultural/ racial
threat narrative, the “illegal alien” narrative, the multicultural narrative and the
nation and its borders narrative. These narratives often have thematic subplots.
For example, the nation and its border narrative is often told using the themes of
sovereignty and invasion (p. 47).
A thread among most of these themes is that the magazines are telling readers immigrants
are different from Americans in some way, whether it is through “illegality,” threats of
invasion or presenting a cultural or racist threat. This idea of “illegality” is a relatively
recent concept in the United States.
It wasn’t until the creation of the U.S. Border Patrol in 1924 that the term “illegal
alien” had a legal basis in immigration discussions. The 1924 Immigration Act created
immigration quotas for the first time, along with a framework for deporting
undocumented people. Unfortunately, Mexican immigrants were identified as “iconic
illegal aliens,” partially due to their difference in appearance from previous immigrants
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of European descent (González de Bustamante, 2012, p. 29), and this form of
discrimination is still present today, as Plascencia (2009) argued.
United States history has seen different periods of pushback against immigration,
particularly against Latinos in recent decades, and an economic pattern emerges when
analyzing the history of reception of immigrants. In periods of economic problems, such
as the late 1970s, undocumented immigrants have been portrayed as scapegoats for
economic problems. Johnson cites changes in depictions of the U.S.-Mexico border as
evidence of changing immigration perceptions: “In the 1970s, television news reports
about Mexican immigration had depicted the U.S.-Mexico border as a “thin lin.” By the
1990s, in both graphics and photographs, the border frequently became a thicker and
often darker “red line.”” (González de Bustamante, 2012, p. 34, citing M. Johnson,
2003). Today’s political climate is full of fear regarding terrorism, national security and
reducing “illegal immigration.” This type of thought is evident in immigration coverage,
and the way immigrants are depicted by the news media, along with discussions of what
type of terminology ought to be used when describing the immigration status of
individuals. Using the term “illegal” or “undocumented” can become a political
statement, as Schrover & Schinkel (2013) describe, rooted in the historical development
of the southwest, regional ideas of moral geography, and national immigration laws.
Similarly immigrants may be depicted as “others” in American society through
use of nationalistic language. Different states have attempted, and some have succeeded,
in enacting measures to eliminate bilingual education for English language learners
(Schmidt, 2002). Campaigns have been run in attempts to make the only recognized
language in the United States English (Schmidt, 2002). The rhetoric used to frame these
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debates is usually based on ideas of equality: when used as an argument against these
policies, the argument is that making English the sole language of the United States will
limit non-English speakers’ opportunities whereas the pro-argument states equality will
only occur when non-English speakers assimilate by learning English (Schmidt, 2002, p.
143). Schmidt argues that in a country like the United States, where people of many
different linguistic backgrounds now live, “an assimilationist English-only language
policy will be racist in that it perpetuates the unjust social inequality between different
ethnolinguistic groups that are equally American” (2002, p. 154). Integration in society,
or assimilation, is seen as giving up one’s historical cultural and linguistic roots, a
racially-motivated policy in that “it works to perpetuate an institutionalized structure of
inequality in which Anglophone European Americans are systematically and
unjustifiably privileged in relation to peoples of color” (Schmidt, 2002, p. 156).
This racism and division creates societal “others,” in that those who are not
proficient in English are seen as inferior to the dominant, English-speaking institution.
This is particularly evident when individuals self-identify; questions of whether being
American includes speaking English arise in the “dispute between assimilationists and
pluralists” (Schmidt, 2002, p. 156). “The belief that English is the normal language of the
country is so powerful a presence that it reigns as common sense, and this belief easily
commands huge electorate pluralities” (Schmidt, 2002, p. 158). The importance of
speaking English in defining who is an “other” and who is not may be compounded by
appearance. Schmidt writes that even a person who is fourth or fifth generation American
but looks like a person of Asian/ Pacific or Latino descent, will continually “be asked the
common question: ‘Where did you learn to speak English so well?’” (2002, p. 157).
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Schmidt demonstrates how the pervasive nature of “othering” in American society, as the
previous example shows someone who many not fit an individual’s idea of “American”
might be treated as an outsider based solely on appearance.
A lack of mainstream media coverage of Latinos can also contribute to
“othering.” Many “major market newspapers: have been found to lack depth and
attention in coverage of Latinos and other minorities, and “major market newspapers” are
generally more easily available than Spanish-language press, which might give more
attention to Latinos in communities (Subervi-Vélez & Lozano, 2008, p. 195). During a
study of newspaper coverage of political campaign across a variety of newspapers and
campaigns centered in the “five metropolitan cities with the largest Latino populations in
the country” (Subervi-Vélez & Lozano, 2008, p. 212), Subervi-Vélez found that
headlines were rarely about “distinctively “Latino issues” such as immigration,
employment, housing, discrimination, affirmative action, or education” (Subervi-Vélez &
Lozano, 2008, p. 212). Most articles with reference to Latinos were not located on the
front pages and headlines generally did not refer to Latinos. During presidential
campaigns in 1988, candidates demonstrated little concern for Latinos and topics related
to Latinos (Subervi-Vélez & Lozano, 2008, p. 212). Patterns were similar in 1992, 1996,
2000 and 2004 (Subervi-Vélez & Lozano, 2008, p. 213). The researchers point out that
more in-depth research needs to be done in their area of study, but that from their initial
findings, major news purveyors overlooked Latinos in political coverage. This creates a
problem, as “what and how they [newspapers] cover pertaining to the political life of this
component of the population may potentially affect Latinos’ knowledge about,
involvement in and mobilization during elections and other civic matters” (Subervi-Vélez
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& Lozano, 2008, p. 195). Thus, omission contributes to the “othering” of Latinos, as it
pushes them outside the mainstream political realm through overlooking their
contributions to politics and their interests in the area.
A tenant of the Society of Professional Journalists’ (SPJ) Code of Ethics (2014)
states that journalists ought to “avoid stereotyping. Journalists should examine the ways
their values and experiences may shape their reporting” (SPJ, 2014). Additionally,
journalists are to “boldly tell the story of the diversity and magnitude of the human
experience. Seek sources whose voices we seldom hear” (SPJ, 2014). When one takes
into account the political implications of the word “illegal” and the negativity associated
with the term, one would think its use would violate SPJ’s ethics standard of avoiding
stereotyping. As this study will later demonstrate, “illegal” is commonly used in
immigration discussions. Perhaps an expansion of voices, as is called for in the SPJ Code
of Ethics, would help lessen the use of this stereotypical term. Rather than coverage
concentrating on events like the Minutemen protest (Chavez, 2013) and perpetuation of
the “Latino Threat Narrative,” SPJ urges journalists to “give voice to the voiceless” and
to “diligently seek subjects of news coverage to allow them to respond to criticism or
allegations of wrongdoing” (2014).
This study highlights use of terminology differences regarding coverage of
unaccompanied minors, as sources choose to depict the minors in a sympathetic manner
or, less commonly, as law-breakers. Once again, because this study primarily deals with
youth rather than adult migrants, it will expand the body of literature dealing with
immigration coverage and demonstrate the types of language and metaphors used by the
news media in describing migration. For the most part, the articles in this study do not
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explain the political use of the term “illegal” or “undocumented,” which reinforces the
idea these terms are normalized parts of immigration discourse in America.
IMMIGRANTS DEPICTED AS CRIMINALS
Catalano’s (2013) research supports Chavez’s “Latino Threat Narrative” in the
print media. By using critical discourse analysis, which she defines as “primarily
concerned with revealing the role of discourse in the reproduction and challenge of
dominance that results in social inequality, including political, cultural, class, ethnic,
racial and gender inequality” (2013, p. 255), Catalano argues immigration coverage has
grown more political and more directed toward “illegal immigration.” Through analysis
of 13 crime reports in online newspapers, she finds the media helped shape readers’
perspectives because articles about crimes having nothing to do with immigration
mentioned the legal status of the perpetrator.
For example, a February 3, 2010 article from the WJHG.com (News Channel 7
online site, based in Panama City, Florida) about home burglaries, titled, “BCSO [Bay
County Sheriff’s Office] Arrest Illegals for Home Burglaries,” begins with the following
sentence, “Four illegal aliens are arrested by Bay County Sheriff’s deputies on Monday
for string of home burglaries,” (Catalano, 2013, p. 261). Using the word “illegal” in the
title and beginning of the article helps to create a dialogue in which undocumented
immigrants are relegated to a less than human status and thus it is “psychologically
easier to discriminate against them,” Catalano writes (2013, p. 261, citing Short &
Magaña, 2002). Here, the crime reported is a home burglary, but the emphasis is on the
immigration status of the perpetrators, reinforcing their “otherness” in relation to society.
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Such characterizations also make it “easier for law officials and anti-immigration
activists to carry out their jobs with no emotional effects” (Catalano, 2013, p. 261).
Through her analysis of other crime reports, Catalano finds metaphors equating
immigrants, both documented and undocumented, with criminals. She points out that one
could question the validity of this as a metaphor because she has drawn it from crime
reports, but argues the perpetrator is commonly equated with the entire group of Latinos
and Latino immigrants in her analysis. For example, labeling a perpetrator as “Spanishspeaking” or describing a group as “Hispanic men” (Catalano, 2013, p. 264) situates the
person within that ethnic group and casts doubt upon the group as a whole, a clear
example of “othering.” She categorizes the crime reports as a way for “the dominant
group” of anti-immigration policy supporters to express propaganda. This finding
supports Wiley’s work in which he argues Latino immigrants are presented as “others” in
American society, and supports Schmidt’s (2002) argument that English language
dominance is used to differentiate those who belong in society and those who do not.
These negative press reports can have repercussions in the lives of Latinos in the
United States, Catalano argues. When negative discourse about Latinos becomes part of
everyday news, the negative representation of Latinos may lead the public to be more
supportive of anti-immigration policies (Catalano, 2013, p. 265), when Latinos are seen
as outside of the moral geography of the region and potentially as “others.” Catalano
highlights the underlying racism in these reports and hypothesizes it may cause Latinos
fear and depression. After an immigration law was passed in Alabama requesting schools
to demand birth certificates from students, 6 percent of Latino students began to stay
home from school in the state (Catalano, 2013, p. 265). This demonstrates how a lack of
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“school connectedness” may develop for Latino families and negatively impact students’
educational success. Catalano also argues negative conceptions of Latinos may “lead to
labeling and sorting to these students once they enter school,” (2013, p. 266),
marginalizing the students. Thus, it becomes clear that although Catalano does not
explicitly use the term, she finds a manifestation of Chavez’s (2013) “Latino Threat
Narrative” in the effects of negative coverage and use of disparaging terminology against
Latinos.
Stewart et al. used “intergroup communication framework” in their analysis of
print media immigration coverage. The researchers cite Chavez’s work in defining the
“Latino Threat Narrative,” pointing out because many white Americans have little direct
contact with Latinos and Americans of Latino heritage, the media might influence their
perceptions toward Latinos (Stewart et al., 2011, p. 9). Negative feelings toward
immigrants tend to be higher during economic downturns, as was also demonstrated by
González de Bustamante’s (2012) work as “dominant themes in the press suggest
immigrants take jobs away from “real” Americans,” (Stewart et al., 2011, p. 9) among a
host of other claims that Latinos are harmful to American society. This creates an “’us’
versus ‘them’ modality” which the authors state is generally stronger in areas where there
are fewer Latino immigrants (Stewart et al., 2011, p. 11).
Evidence for this modality can be found in previous research, such as a 2003
study by Mastro in which “white students judging a fictionalized crime story tended to
see the criminal’s behavior as more justified when represented as White than Latino”
(Stewart et al., 2011, p. 12). Stewart et al. undertake a somewhat similar study,
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researching use of the term “illegal immigrant” in The Virginian-Pilot.2 Archived articles
from 1990 to 2006 were included in their initial search and the researchers chose to use
agenda setting and priming as a framework because of their local level effects on readers.
Findings supported existence of the “us versus them” modality the researchers
described. They studied articles which used the term “illegal immigrants,” and analyzed
the context and manner in which the label was used. The usage increased in the years
2005 to 2006, cited by the authors as evidence that concern about immigration has risen.
There were also more letters to the editor dealing with immigration, further evidence to
support their findings (Stewart et al., 2011, p. 17). In articles where immigration was the
main focus, there was a strongly negative connotation when “illegal immigrants” were
represented, which they found consistent with Chavez’s (2013) “Latino Threat
Narrative.” This strongly supports the idea of creation of undocumented immigrants as
“others” who are not a part of society (Stewart et al., 2011). In the more recent news
reports, the articles generally focused more on pressing issues and the term “illegal
immigration” appeared more frequently. Thus, it was seen as more of an issue and as
more of a negative occurrence (Stewart et al., 2011, p. 17).
In a similar vein to Catalano’s (2013) research, Stewart et al. also looked at
coverage of crimes in which the perpetrator was an immigrant. In March 2007, The
Virginia-Pilot reported a traffic accident in which a drunk driver killed two teenagers.
The community was outraged, but especially so upon learning that the driver, Ramos,
2

This is a daily newspaper circulated in Hampton Roads, Virginia, which reaches an area of about 1.6
million people. The Latino population there is about 3.7 percent, significantly lower than the national
average of around 14.8 percent. Statistics are based on Stewart et al.’s 2011 research; actual circulations
and population densities may have changed in the intervening years.
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was an undocumented Mexican immigrant. Through textual analysis, the researchers
determined the description of the event and the ways in which Ramos was portrayed
demonstrate stereotypes about immigrants in general and even “potentially all Latino
residents of the region” (Stewart et al., 2011, p. 21). In the news, Ramos was depicted as
a dangerous criminal who did not speak English; “‘our’ language” as some American
speakers described it, and who had broken U.S. laws in order to be in the country
(Stewart, et al, 2011, p. 20). He did not abide by the majority’s moral geography of the
area and was described as an “other.”
After these events, The Virginia-Pilot began publishing articles tracking
undocumented workers living in the region. Sensationalistic coverage made it seem as
though there were some type of illicit network of undocumented migrants with the
potential to do harm (Stewart et al., 2011, p. 21). The headline “Are illegal immigrants
more prone to crime?” ran in 2007 (Stewart et al., 2011, p.22). Through this coverage,
readers are told to suspect all immigrants of being undocumented, potential criminals,
and that all Latinos are potentially undocumented.
This blatant stereotyping and racism clearly demonstrates creation of Latinos as a
homogenous group. Additionally, coverage of events surrounding Ramos presents
another example of an isolated event leading to national attention and potentially harmful
regional changes for immigrants living there, as will be demonstrated again by results
from this study. As we communicate and share information, “language is considered the
example par excellence of how we use symbols to communicate about our identities, our
community and those whom we set ourselves against” (Chavez, 2001, p. 35). These
symbols can include metaphors, such as those used during coverage of unaccompanied
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minors during the summer of 2014. These studies, along with this current study,
demonstrate how easily language can be used for the purpose of stereotyping immigrants
and creating “others.” In this way, language can be a harmful and powerful tool.
INFLUENCE OF GEOGRAPHICAL LOCATION IN IMMIGRATION
COVERAGE
Crime coverage is a popular topic among readers, so local news providers may be
pushed toward a “crime news script,” characterized by “a disproportionate amount of
reporting on violent crimes and a tendency to feature nonwhites as the perpetrator of the
crimes,” write Branton and Dunaway (2009). The researchers examined whether
proximity of a news outlet to the U.S.-Mexico border influenced the outlet’s immigration
coverage and focus points. They state, “while immigration and other border-related issues
have been of major concern to border communities for some time, until recently, they had
yet to gain the amount of national attention needed to stimulate action on the part of the
federal government” (Branton & Dunaway, 2009, p. 289). Thus, while not explicitly
stating their interest, Branton and Dunaway determine whether the moral geography of
the region will influence the coverage of immigration and whether immigrants will be
depicted as outside of this moral geography. They ask whether corporately-owned
newspapers focus more on immigration because of this recent interest in the topic and the
possibility of increasing profits through such coverage.
For their research, Branton and Dunaway (2009) used articles from Englishlanguage California newspapers throughout the state. Spanish language papers were
excluded from the study because many of these papers are located closer to the border,
which would have impeded testing of their geographical hypothesis. Choosing to
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concentrate searches on “illegal immigration,” as a keyword focused the research on this
“one particularly negative and salient focus of news coverage of immigration” (Branton
& Dunaway, 2009, p. 293).
The researchers’ findings generally fit their hypotheses. Their mapping of
locations and coverage showed a higher monthly amount of “illegal immigration articles”
and “Latino illegal immigration articles” in news providers closer to the border than in
those farther away (Branton & Dunaway, 2009, p. 297). For them, this was a logical
outcome, as local news outlets generally focus on local news which in these areas
includes the U.S.-Mexico border. They also found 114 percent more “illegal immigration
articles” and 156 percent more “Latino-focused illegal immigration articles” each month
in corporately owned news outlets (Branton & Dunaway, 2009, p. 297). One finding
illustrates that “as county-level college education increases, newspaper coverage of
immigration generally decreases” (Branton & Dunaway, 2009, p. 299). They suggest this
may be evidence immigration is less of an assumed threat in more affluent areas.
Newspapers with higher circulations were found to present more immigration-related
articles (Branton & Dunaway, 2009, p. 299).
The authors conclude, “Existing perceptions of threat held by citizens living near
the border may be exacerbated by a heightened salience of these issues and a
disproportionate focus on the negative aspects of these issues” (Branton & Dunaway,
2009, p.299). Branton and Dunaway cite this type of focused coverage as “agenda
building,” defined as “the contributing factors behind what gets covered in the news”
(2009, p. 299). Thus, the desire of papers closer to the U.S.-Mexico border to increase
their profits may result in “insidious influences on political attitudes regarding
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immigration,” (Branton & Dunaway, 2009, p. 299), as coverage is uneven and often
focused on the attention-grabbing, profit increasing topics related to crime and violence.
This coverage, prompted by corporate interests, may also have very real effects in
policy creation, such as those cited by Catalano (2013), and prejudices against Latinos, as
highlighted by Chavez (2013). Kim et al. (2011) conducted an extensive analysis of news
coverage of why “illegal immigration” is a presented as a problem and ideas presented to
alleviate the issue. They use framing theory to demonstrate how the media attempts to
present complex issues in an organized, clear manner. Framing includes choosing which
parts of the information are most important and leaves out other aspects; this can lead to
presenting a problem in a certain way and ignoring other interpretations (Kim et al.,
2011, p. 294).
News articles from local papers in Texas and California served as examples of
border-states, which were compared with local papers from Pennsylvania and Missouri,
states with small Latino populations. The New York Times and USA Today were used as
national papers and transcripts from television reports on ABC, CBS and NBC rounded
out the research (Kim et al., 2011, p. 300). The researchers looked for differences in how
the media defined issues. They hypothesized newspapers in border states would focus on
negative aspects of “illegal immigration” and much attention would be paid to crime,
negative social consequences and job competition (Kim et al., 2011, p. 298). They also
compared presentations of “illegal immigration” between television and print sources.
The authors point out undocumented immigration has been an issue in the United States
for decades; however, it is only recently that it has garnered a great deal of news
coverage. Keeping in mind the media is a for-profit industry, they conclude agenda-
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building has a role to play in the recent focus on immigration. Proliferation of wellknown political figures talking about the problems of “illegal immigration,” including
Bill O’Reilly, Arnold Schwarzenegger and Rush Limbaugh helped attract more attention
to the issue, or the issue as they present it (Kim et al., 2011, p. 309). Thus, crime stories,
which generally attract more attention, become tied to immigration articles. “It is not
surprising that the media were most likely to refer to crime when talking about negative
consequences of illegal immigration,” state Kim et al. (2011, p. 310), pushing immigrants
outside the accepted moral geography and portraying them as “others.”
Newspapers published close to the border framed immigration as a local issue (a
finding which echoes that of Branton and Dunaway (2009)), and the researchers found
more articles from Texas and California discussed economic costs of undocumented
immigrants and negative consequences of undocumented immigration than did nonborder state papers (Kim et al., 2011, p. 310). This has negative effects for Latinos, as
“linking illegal immigration to crime is somewhat problematic in a sense that it may
likely create nonrealistic and stereotypical portrayals of immigrants” (Kim et al., 2011, p.
311). This fear is similar to that presented by Stewart et al. (2011), as it demonstrates
how immigrants can be turned into potentially dangerous “others” through group
homogenization.
Solutions to undocumented immigration varied between making the path to
citizenship easier and working harder to stop immigration (Kim et al., 2011, p. 311).
These contradictory solutions are presented with little analysis, beyond the authors’
simplistic statement that “the issue of illegal immigration is far more complex than
suggested by American news media” (Kim et al., 2011, p. 311). While this statement is
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nothing noteworthy, it is something that ought to be considered while examining news
coverage and popular perceptions are pushed toward readers by media. Ways in which
the media frame undocumented immigration affect the solutions presented; perhaps these
contradictory “solutions” are further evidence of the mixed coverage immigration
receives and the ways in which agenda setting fails to provide sufficiently balanced
coverage.
The relationship between geographic location and political ideology regarding
immigration is studied by Fryberg et al. in their 2012 study of printed news articles. They
conducted a content analysis of articles covering the passage of Arizona State Bill 10703
(SB1070) from two Arizona newspapers and five national newspapers over a three week
long period. Fryberg et al. write:
The media both reflects and contributes to the ways in which the debate over
illegal immigration is processed and understood. Specifically, the way in which
the media frames arguments plays an important role in how social and political
issues, such as immigration, are presented in the national debate, as well as how
people respond to this controversial issue (2012, p. 98).
Thus, studying ways in which the media covers immigration can aid in building a
more positive view of immigration or a negative one. When coverage tends to the
negative, Fryberg et al. (2012) posit this is an example of Integrated Threat Theory, the
idea that “perceived threats posed by immigrant groups elicit fear and anxiety, and
3

A 2010 law aimed at ending undocumented immigration in Arizona. SB1070, often called the “Show me
your papers law,” created new state crimes related to immigration and put immigration enforcement
powers into the hands of local and state government agencies. Law enforcement officers are required to
check the immigration status of a person who is being arrested and it criminalized being hired for work if
a person is an undocumented immigrant (Chin, Hessick & Miller, 2012)
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ultimately lead to prejudice toward immigrant groups” (Fryberg et al., 2012, p. 99). The
researchers find connections between Political Conservatism, which tends to be tied to
“motivational concerns related to the psychological management of uncertainty and fear”
(Fryberg et al., 2012, p. 99) and immigration coverage falling under Integrated Threat
Theory. Fryberg et al. hypothesize more politically conservative papers will present
SB1070 surrounded by ideas of threats immigrants pose to society. Similarly to Branton
and Dunaway (2009), they predict geographical location will have a bearing on
immigration coverage, stating, “we hypothesize that Arizona newspapers will be more
likely than a sample of national newspapers to frame illegal immigrants as a threat and
less likely to frame the arguments opposing the bill in terms of civil rights infractions”
(Fryberg et al., 2012, p. 99).
Their findings did not support this hypothesis as their research demonstrates
national news outlets framed the coverage in terms of threats posed by immigration more
than Arizona newspapers; however, the national news outlets also used civil rights
arguments to frame opposition to the bill (Fryberg et al., 2012, p. 104). The hypothesis
regarding political leanings of the newspapers was supported; however, coverage
between Conservative and Liberal outlets was similar. This research is important as it
shows evidence of people outside of border-states viewed “illegal immigration” as a
threat. The researchers believe these ideas will lead to enactment of restrictive legislation
similar to SB1070 in other states (Fryberg et al., 2012, p. 108). The real danger of such
bills, argue the researchers, is that they may “inadvertently redefine the boundaries of
what it means to be American (i.e. equating American with whiteness) and provide mixed
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messages about whether the rights of Mexican Americans and other non-White
Americans deserve protecting” (Fryberg et al., 2012, p. 109).
METAPHORS
When writing about complicated issues, reporters and news outlets often rely on
metaphors to make topics appear more straightforward and personal for readers.
Legislation coverage, such as that discussed by Fryberg et al. is a prime example of this
practice. Santa Ana’s (2002) extensive research details the use of metaphors in hundreds
of Los Angeles Times articles about Propositions 187, 209 and 2274 in California. These
three propositions, passed during the 1990s, had the “greatest impact on, the Latino
community” (Santa Ana, 2002, p. 54). The Los Angeles Times is known as a moderate
newspaper in California and Santa Ana writes, “The reporters maintained a decidedly
careful balance of professional detachment (as conventionally defined) and civic concern
in the face of a set of referenda that polarized California politics” (Santa Ana, 2002, p.
54). Nonetheless, there were thousands of colorful metaphors used in the articles; part of
the news media’s strategy to “express the events of the day both in terms that are
consistent with the ideological presuppositions of the news institution and in terms that

4

Proposition 187 was a proposed initiative which would have made “school administrators, health care
workers, social service personnel, police and other state employees responsible for determining the
residence status of any “apparently illegal alien” and denied undocumented immigrants nonemergency
health care and education (Santa Ana, 2002, p. 67). Proposition 209 was a narrowly passed referendum
which “eliminated affirmative action in all state hiring, and promotions and in higher education
admissions” (Santa Ana, 2002, p. 104). Proposition 227 was a referendum designed to “eliminate bilingual
education in public school classrooms dominated by Latino students” (Santa Ana, 2002, p. 196), by calling
for all public school students in California to be taught English in as expedient a manner as possible (Santa
Ana, 2002, 198).
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are expressed in the personal voice of an individual newswriter” (Santa Ana, 2002, pg.
55, referencing Fowler).
For coverage of each of the propositions, Santa Ana (2002) divided the metaphors
into categories and determined which was the most commonly used. For example, during
coverage of Proposition 187, the most commonly used metaphor was “Dangerous
Waters” such as comparing immigrants to “floods” and “tides.” This group was followed
by metaphors equating immigration with “invasions” or “takeovers” (War Metaphors)
and “Immigrant as Disease” in which there are calls to “cure illegal immigration.” A
more positive application of this last term was found in the quote, “If illegal immigration
was a disease, Prop. 187 was the wrong medicine” (Santa Ana, 2002, p. 80).
In order for a metaphor to be effective, it must “set up relations that are deeply
fixed in everyday thinking and are reconstructed from moment to moment as people talk”
(Santa Ana, 2002, p. 40). Metaphors become deeply rooted into individual’s perceptions
of their society, so it can be difficult to introduce new metaphors for pre-established ideas
(Santa Ana, 2002, p. 41). In coverage of Proposition 187, Santa Ana highlights hazards
associated with use of “dangerous waters” metaphors when describing immigration. This
metaphor “conceals the individuality of the immigrants’ lives and their humanity. In their
place, a frightening scenario of uncontrolled movements of water can be played out with
devastating floods and inundating surges of brown faces” (Santa Ana, 2002, p. 77). By
taking away the humanity of individuals, the “dangerous waters” metaphor opens the
door for discrimination and yet another example of depicting immigrants as “others.”
Individuals lose their identities as they are grouped together, portrayed as a body of
water. The population of immigrants is dehumanized through use of such metaphors.
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Newspaper readers may have good relations with individual immigrants but be persuaded
to support the Proposition as a way to end a danger to society at large – the “rising brown
tide” (Santa Ana, 2002, p. 78). Santa Ana determines the metaphor is culturally based,
because there are no relations between the use of “dangerous waters” metaphors and
economic issues in the articles. In a vein similar to that described by Chavez’s “Latino
Threat Narrative,” Santa Ana argues the “dangerous waters” metaphors depict a
“perceived threat to Anglo-American hegemony,” comparable to the less common
“immigration as invasion” metaphors (2002, p. 78).
As part of his analysis of Proposition 209, Santa Ana (2002) discusses the varied
history of metaphors for racism. Although there exists long-running societal racism in the
United States and historical discussions in which racism was referred to as a disease, the
American public today generally has an aversion to discussing the presence of racism
(Santa Ana, 2002, p. 151-152). In order to discuss issues related to racism, it is necessary
to first acknowledge that racism exists; something that those in charge are hesitant to do,
argues Santa Ana (2002). The few metaphors present in the debate surrounding
Proposition 209 were different than those found surrounding Proposition 187 and were
not as blatant. Political figures were hesitant to take strong stands for or against
Proposition 209 after the heated debate surrounding Proposition 187.
Part of the problem in discussing racism in America is a short “historical
memory,” explains Santa Ana (2002), as the public overlooks a history of Jim Crow laws,
Klan violence, and genocide of Native Americans when criticizing populations for being
economically and institutionally disadvantaged (2002, p. 143). This is a long-standing
trend in America, as
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Throughout the 19th century, other groups [those outside the majority society]
were severely victimized in the press through misinformation, racist ridicule and
overall unfair coverage. One result of this grossly inadequate treatment by the
press is that Americans historically have had little understanding of the full extent
of the outsider experience (Reed & Hutton, 1995, p. 1).
Evidence for this faulty historical memory can also be applied to discussions of
immigration; the United States is built upon immigration, yet today there is violent debate
against allowing people to immigrate to the United States and discrimination against
immigrants already here.
DISCRIMINATION
Investigating media coverage’s connection to how restrictive legislation affect
immigrants non-white Americans is especially vital (Fryberg et al., 2011, p. 109) when
taking into account this general reticence to discuss race. As Catalano (2013) stated,
Latino youth may be negatively profiled in school, regardless of whether they were born
in the United States, and as a result they may face “depression, fear and anxiety” (p. 266).
Discrimination can result from the dialectical portrayal of immigration as an “us versus
them” issue. “Representations of the ‘Other’ have no meaning without some definition of
nation and who belongs within it,” (Sherman & Wilkes, 2013, p. 190) and evidence of
this concept is found in a variety of news media sources and research (Becerra, 2012;
Catalano, 2013; Santa Ana, 2002; Wiley, 2013). Minorities and immigrants in the United
States may be seen as outside the “majority culture” because of differences in
“phenotype, language and customs” (Becerra, 2012, p. 22). Becerra cites a study in which
Latinos who faced discrimination “understood that their discrimination was the result of
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being able to be visibly identified as being Latino, and not because they engaged in
behaviors that were different from those of the majority culture” (Becerra, 2012, p. 22).
This finding is similar to the argument made by Schmidt (2002), as one group is being
judged solely on appearances to be “others” outside of the accepted norms of society.
Much of media vitriol regarding immigration is directed toward “illegal
immigrants,” a term critical race theorist Eduardo Bonilla-Silva states “may be a colourblind code for Latino” (Møller, 2014, p. 874, quoting Bonilla-Silva, 2006, p. 272). Møller
(2014) elaborates upon Bonilla-Silva’s idea by explaining “illegal immigrant” has never
been a “racially neutral” term and can also be called a classist one. She finds evidence for
this in the differentiation between skilled and unskilled workers in immigration quotas. A
greater number of skilled workers are allowed to legally enter the country than unskilled
ones. “The vast majority of undocumented immigrants fall into the ‘unskilled’ category
and for them there is no legal path to the USA,” Møller writes (2014, p. 879). Møller
points out that the term “illegal immigration” has only been seen as “an acute national
problem” since the 1980s, a time when “illegal immigrants” were generally thought to be
Mexican, as discussed previously. The numbers of non-Mexican immigrants increased,
but people of Latino appearance and Spanish-speakers were still categorized as Mexican
(Møller, 2014, p. 879).
Sometimes, economic arguments are used to justify discrimination against
undocumented immigrants. In Arizona, for example, undocumented immigrants are cited
for incurring high education costs related to English language learner (ELL) courses,
health care costs and increased charges due to use of the public health care system and
costs related to law enforcement (Gans, 2012, p. 54-56). While there are costs associated
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with these topics, Gans (2012) used data from 2004 to “analyze the role immigrants play,
both as consumers and as workers, and examine their fiscal impact on the state’s budget”
(p. 47). Gans (2012) found that while undocumented immigrants do use ELL courses and
state health care, the amount of revenue generated by their labor, business and sales taxes
more than covers any costs the state may incur from their presence.
While it may seem callous to be looking at human beings in relation to fiscal costs
and tax revenues, Gans’s (2012) research provides a strong counter to those who use
economic costs as a reason to limit immigration. Gans points out “immigrants are filling
gaps in Arizona’s labor force; they make possible economic activity that would not
otherwise occur” (2012, p. 69). Such studies remind readers of the importance of
immigrants in American society and of the necessity to look at larger situations rather
than just a part of issues.
Chavez (2007) also writes of the dangers of using the word “illegal” to describe
people, arguing that the term designates a systemic problem based upon trifling ideas
about national borders and the numbers of people who should be allowed to cross these
lines (2007, p. 192). The “condition of illegality,” he notes, is one created by the state
itself: “What marks the illegal is the receiving state’s unwillingness to recognize the
conditions that create a demand for labour, most notably falling fertility rates, aging
populations, and values that imbue certain jobs as “immigrant jobs,” (Chavez, 2007, p.
192). Undocumented immigrants can work for change, even when their rights are
restricted. Massive protests have been held in response to repressive legislation like HR
4437, a 2006 proposed immigration reform bill which would make undocumented status
a felony. The protests organized by undocumented people against HR 4437 were “public
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performances to counter representations of immigrants as criminals and threats to the
nation,” (Chavez, 2007, p. 194).
EDUCATION AND IMMIGRANT YOUTH
An area of society in which immigrant youth have received much attention is
education and school performance. These studies look at how the experiences of
immigrant youth and children of immigrants differ from other students and how both
self-perception and societal trends can have an impact on educational performance.
As discussed previously, Catalano (2013) highlighted the proliferation of negative
press surrounding immigrants and determined that by categorizing Latinos as criminals,
educators may be lead to be biased against Latino children. It can also cause Latino
children stress and fear if family members are undocumented, or if they are victims of
discrimination (Catalano, 2013).
Studying historic immigration trends, Portes and Rivas found there are “two
distinct pan-ethnic populations” (2011, p. 219). Highly skilled workers migrating to the
United States tend to be from Asia, India, China, South Korea, Taiwan and some from
the Philippines. Unskilled labor migration is generally from Mexico, Central America
and the Caribbean. The authors point out that since 1990, highly skilled workers’
pathway to the United States is often facilitated by H1-B temporary visas for highly
skilled workers while many manual laborer migrants enter with only short term visas or
illicitly (Portes & Rivas, 2011, p. 221). The reception of immigrants from different
countries impacts how youth from those countries adapt to popular United States culture
and schools.
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Immigrant children and children of immigrants’ self-perception has a marked
effect on their self-esteem and ideas of identity (Portes & Rivas, 2011, p. 228) because
“shifting self-identities lie at the core of the challenges faced by adolescents caught
between different cultural worlds” (Portes & Rivas, 2011, p. 228). There are different
ways for youth to self-identify; some embrace immigrant parent’s cultural identities and
languages while others undergo “selective acculturation,” in which some connections
with their parents’ culture are maintained while also adapting to their new nation’s
customs (Portes & Rivas, 2011, p. 225).
The benefits to migrant youths’ abilities to adapt vary widely. The authors
question whether bilingualism actually benefits youth attempting to assimilate,
determining one of the more important aspects of bilingualism is when it allows children
to fluently communicate with monolingual family members. In New York schools, this
ability to communicate did actually lead to improvements in school performance (Portes
& Rivas, 2011, p. 232).
Becerra (2012) cites similar worries, stating, “For immigrant children and
children of immigrants, schools can be perceived as systems of racial oppression, which
stifle their efforts to advance through education because of their interactions with
teachers and school staff who have negative attitudes towards them” (2012, p. 23). People
living near the U.S.-Mexico border often have bi-national ties and Becerra argues
Mexicans living in border cities, such as Tijuana, may have more exposure to American
culture than those living in the interior of the country and also be more aware of the
discrimination existing in the United States (Becerra, 2012, p. 23).
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Building upon previous research, Becerra worked to determine whether Tijuana
youth would be dissuaded from coming to the United States because of their perceptions
of discrimination against Latinos. This issue has importance given the growth of antiimmigration legislation, negative press and stricter responses to the presence of
undocumented people. Using a questionnaire, Becerra coded responses from nearly 800
teen-aged respondents, aged 15 to slightly over 18.
Among those involved in the poll, Becerra found those with “higher perceptions
of discrimination in the USA were less likely to want to live or want to work in the
USA;” however, there was no evidence to show that “higher perceptions of
discrimination in the USA” affected respondents who felt they had to migrate to the
United States in order to earn money and support themselves and family members
(Becerra, 2012, p. 28). This finding is significant because it demonstrates while
discrimination is stressful for immigrants, for some the perceived need to migrate for
monetary reasons outweighs worries about negative receptions in the United States
(Becerra, 2012, p. 28). Becerra argues this study supports arguments in favor of making
the legal pathway to the United States easier, which may reduce the negative perceptions
surrounding undocumented migration and also contribute to a national dialogue that does
not blame immigrants for “all the economic and social problems of the USA” (2012, p.
29).
IMMIGRANT YOUTH PORTRAYED AS INDIVIDUALS WITH AGENCY
An important aspect of Becerra’s research was his discussion of young
immigrants as individuals who make informed decisions and look toward the future. This
view, in which immigrants are seen as people of agency rather than victims or nameless
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hordes threatening the United States, presents a more forward-thinking and useful frame
in which to discuss immigration around the world. In the report, “Voices of Child
Migrants,” researchers working with the Development Research Centre on Migration,
Globalisation and Poverty (Migration DRC)5 in the United Kingdom, presented
interviews with 16 child migrants.
Reports issued by the Migration DRC focused on child migrants because of what
researchers identified as “a significant gap between how children see their own
experiences of migration and the way that child migrants are often represented” (Anarfi
et al., 2005, p. 3). When adults discuss child migrants, the children are often assumed to
be vulnerable and “passive victims of difficult circumstances” (Anarfi et al., 2005, p. 2).
Through interviews, the researchers found the children’s stories were multifaceted. The
children had “perceptions of the costs and benefits of migrating” and were actually
“independent migrants,” who make decisions for themselves and have motivations for
their actions (Anarfi et al., 2005, p. 2).
Although the children interviewed were primarily immigrants from Africa and
Southeast Asia, the conclusions drawn by the Migration DRC researchers can be applied
in a broader context. The researchers point out a lack of public locales in which children
can “express their views, locally, nationally or internationally,” and the problems of
clustering all children into a single group because it ignores unique needs, issues and
backgrounds (Anarfi et al., 2005, p. 52). This criticism is just as valid in the United States
5

The Migration DRC was a five-year long research collaboration joining institutions in Bangladesh, Ghana,
Albania, Egypt and the United Kingdom. The program’s goal was to “promote new policy approaches that
will help to maximize the potential benefits of migration for poor people, whilst minimizing its risks and
costs (“About the DRC,” 2003). Since January 2010, the program has morphed into Migration out of
Poverty, a seven-year research program consortium based in the United Kingdom.
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as it is in the United Kingdom because immigrants are often placed into a single
homogenous group, as has been demonstrated above. “When comparing the children’s
accounts, differences between the research countries need to be borne in mind,” state the
Migration DRC researchers (Anarfi et al., 2005, p. 53).
Ensor’s ethnographic accounts of Honduran children living in New Orleans after
Hurricane Katrina exemplifies the importance of examining country of origin and
avoiding seeing all immigrants as part of a single group. Her research began in 1999 in
Morolica, Honduras, a small community devastated by Hurricane Mitch the year before.
Hurricane Mitch “was one of the worst natural disasters to hit this area [Central America]
in recorded history,” and was made even more catastrophic in Honduras by the
preexisting conditions of poverty, violence and environmental ruin throughout the nation
(Ensor, 2008, p. 286). The number of dislocated and homeless children in Honduras
increased by about 20 percent because of Hurricane Mitch’s wreckage. In 2006,
researchers estimated about 7,500 children were living on the streets in Honduras. These
children were often victims of “an unofficial “social cleansing” program” carried out by
death squads (Ensor, 2008, p. 286). Through her elaboration of dangers children face in
Honduras and the frequent necessity for them to work supporting their families from
early ages, Ensor demonstrates the importance of looking at trends leading to
immigration. In a three-month period after Hurricane Mitch, nearly 6,000 Central
American children were captured along the Texas-Mexico border. Some of these children
were granted temporary work permits and New Orleans has been “a favorite destination
for displaced Central American migrants since the first half of the twentieth century,”
(Ensor, 2008, p. 287).
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Hurricane Katrina has been cited as the “most expensive disaster in the history of
the United States” (Ensor, 2008, p. 287). New Orleans had a high poverty level before
Hurricane Katrina touched down, when “about 39,000 children under age six lived in
New Orleans. Of these, some 17,000 (more than four in ten) lived below the federal
poverty level” (Ensor, 2008, p. 287). Many of these children were Central American
immigrants; however, the notable statistics for Honduran children begin in New Orleans
after Hurricane Katrina. Ensor interviewed children and migrant workers who came to
New Orleans to take part in reconstruction efforts. About 3 percent of Honduran migrants
living in post-Katrina New Orleans were children, and these children were commonly
involved in day labor work (Ensor, 2008, p. 288).
Ensor’s interviews with many of these children demonstrated their knowledge of
the hardships in Honduras and the dangerous circumstances they left behind. She writes,
“None of them expressed a view that they had not wished to migrate, but many
acknowledged the pressure of feeling responsible for contributing to their families’
survival” (Ensor, 2008, p. 292). The children see themselves “as workers, not dependent
minors” (Ensor, 2008, p. 292). Because of the unique circumstances of post-Katrina New
Orleans, under construction and in great need of manual labor, many of the
undocumented children with whom Ensor spoke were not particularly worried about
being deported, although some reported anxiety in this area (Ensor, 2008, p. 294).
Children born in the United States to Honduran parents were also interviewed.
These children had higher living standards than the undocumented children Ensor
interviewed, and were less likely to participate in reconstruction efforts, having been
evacuated from the city before the hurricane. Older children, who reported feeling more
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stress about being dislocated from their communities in pre-Katrina New Orleans worried
about loss of social networks. However, the outlook was hopeful for these youth, as
Ensor cites mental health experts predicted recovery after “sense of normalcy” returns
(Ensor, 2008, p. 290).
Ensor’s work, like that of the Migration DRC, highlights the children’s agency
and their abilities to assess their surroundings. Ensor cites how children’s contributions to
rebuilding efforts in New Orleans have largely been overlooked or painted as negative;
i.e. children involved in dangerous labor (2008, p. 295). To avoid such characterizations,
Ensor states,
It is necessary to bear in mind that conceptualizations of childhood, and of
acceptable forms of work for children at different ages, are mediated by cultural
and socio-economic factors. In this light, disaster responses need to acknowledge
the importance of children’s contributions without criminalizing child workers
(2008, p. 295).
Realizing children have motivations for migrating, and that they are often leaving
behind hazardous situations or attempting to help their families survive, is vital in
discussions of youth migration.
The radio program Backstory presented an episode entitled “Little feet: Children
starting over in America” which further supports Ensor’s argument for looking at reasons
for youth migration and the choices youth make when leaving behind their homes. Ed
Ayers, Peter Onuf and Brian Balogh, the program’s hosts, introduce the topic with a brief
note about the plethora of stories dealing with unaccompanied Central American youth
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arriving in the United States over the summer of 2014. Ayers points out such migrations
are not solely a recent phenomenon and that it is one commonly connected to politics.
Kate Reen, program supervisor at Northern Virginia Family Services, is
interviewed about her work and about the trauma the children faced in their countries of
origin. In particular, she tells the story of an El Salvadorian teenager who fled gang
violence, was shot during an attempted murder while in El Salvador, spent time in a
shelter in the United States and is now living with his father in Virginia and dealing with
post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD). The story is told with sympathy, and Ayers asks
the audience, “So what does it mean to be a teenager with PTSD? To be living in a
foreign country, immersed in a foreign culture, in a foreign house with parents you hardly
know? And on top of that, to be in legal limbo, uncertain as to whether you’ll even be
allowed to stay in this country for very long” (Ayers, Onuf & Balogh, 2014). This
sympathetic presentation of youth migrating continues throughout the episode.
The reception the Central American children received in 2014 is presented side by
side with “Operation Pedro Pan,” in which thousands of Cuban children were sent to the
United States after the Bay of Pigs invasion in the early 1960s. Robert Armengol tells the
story of his high school athletic director, Carlos Barquin, sent to the United States in
1962 by his parents. Barquin was sent to orphanages in Miami and was separated from
his parents for about five years. Armengol points out difference between the historic
“Operation Pedro Pan” and the current migration; in both circumstances, “children in
grave and immediate physical danger want asylum,” (Ayers et al., 2014), but today there
is discussion about whether the children deserve to stay in the United States, whereas
children like Barquin were welcomed by the government.
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Brief discussions of other youth-centered migrations are presented, including the
resettlement of Native American children in Pennsylvania in an “off-reservation school
designed to educate Native American children by erasing their native heritage,” (Ayers et
al., 2014), parents in London who sent their young children to American during World
War II for safety and historical recordings of orphaned New York City children sent out
west for adoption and work on the Orphan Train program. The push factors for these
children’s movement are strikingly different and the motivations of those who organized
the movement vary greatly, from desire to protect children to attempts to erase culture.
Notwithstanding these obvious differences, the vital point is that American history has
long and varied chapters of independent youth migration.
These research projects and programs highlight the thoughts and motivations of
child migrants, demonstrating their agency and humanity. Additionally, we are reminded
of the importance of avoiding generalizations and group homogenization, as these actions
present a flat depiction of a multi-dimensional issue and lead to creation of immigrant
children as “others.”
Based on the extant literature, this project seeks to answer the following research
questions.
RESEARCH QUESTIONS
Research Question 1: What terminology is used to describe immigration status in the
news reports? Is there a difference between local, state and national newspapers? Does
the terminology used change over time; for example, did the language used to describe
the immigration status of the children change as coverage increased or decreased?
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Hypothesis 1: I hypothesize the term “illegal” will be used most often closer to the
border and when topics are centered on Border Patrol and apprehensions. This term will
help news reports to present Border Patrol agents as necessary law-enforcement agents. I
hypothesize the term “undocumented” will be used more often when the article has a
positive perspective toward migrants.
Research Question 2: What metaphors are found in newspaper articles about the
movement of unaccompanied Central American youth to the United States during the
summer of 2014?
Hypothesis 2: Most reporters will use metaphors and metaphors will be found in each of
the types (local, state and national) of newspapers included in the study.
Metaphors are frequently employed by reporters and writers (Chavez, 2001, 2013;
Santa Ana, 1999, 2002). As Santa Ana (2002) argued, complicated subjects may be made
clearer to readers through use of common metaphors. These “every day metaphors”
appeal to readers’ social values and beliefs; namely, because “metaphors provide the
cognitive framework for the worldview” (Santa Ana, 2002, p. 21).
Migration is a complicated issue and readers may associate strongly with or
against the topics under discussion. As other researchers have demonstrated, many
readers in the United States may have little direct contact with migration and migrants. I
hypothesize reporters will use metaphors to make this complicated subject more familiar
for these readers in an attempt to help readers better understand the issues associated with
the high numbers of unaccompanied Central American youth migrating to the United
States during the summer of 2014. However, I also hypothesize metaphors will be used to
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present migrants as a danger to the United States, similarly to Santa Ana’s findings
(2002) during his study of newspaper coverage of Propositions 189 and 207.
Research Question 3: Do newspapers serving different geographical locations use
different terms or different metaphors to describe the youth? How are terms shared, or
not shared, across the border-states and the nation?
Hypothesis 3: Drawing on the literature, I hypothesize that news reports closer to the
border will either be more opposed to migration or more accepting of migration, as these
communities have more direct contact with the actual process of migration.
Research Question 4: Are metaphors used primarily in quotes by interview subjects or
in text? What specific metaphors are used to describe the youth? Are different metaphors
associated with articles having a positive or negative portrayal of migration? Does the use
of metaphors change over time?
Hypothesis 4: In his research regarding coverage of Proposition 187 in California, Santa
Ana (1999) found that while it was common to describe immigration using disparaging
metaphors, the majority of these metaphors were taken from direct quotes, rather than in
the text written by reporters. In the coverage of this current migration, I hypothesize
metaphors will be more commonly found in the text because this coverage deals with a
large scale migration, rather than with state legislation. This large-scale migration may be
a difficult topic to describe, so metaphors will be used to simplify complicated themes
related to the topic.
METHODS
To answer these research questions, this study uses an in-depth content analysis of
articles from local, state and national newspapers. This research included articles
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published from May 1, 2014 through September 30, 2014. This five-month period
includes a few weeks before and after the highest period of coverage and is within the
2014 time period of the heaviest migration of unaccompanied minors and families from
Central America (Isacson & Meyer, 2015).
To compare coverage across the entire U.S.-Mexico border, articles published
locally and statewide in all four border-states – California, Arizona, New Mexico and
Texas – and nationally were included. This enabled a comparative analysis of whether
terminology used along the entire border is the same, and what differences may exist
between local, state and national papers. In each state, articles were drawn from one
state-wide, high circulation newspaper and a smaller, more local newspaper based in a

Figure 1: Map showing locations of newspapers used in this study
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town close to the border (see Figure 1).
In Texas, the state-wide newspaper used was the Houston Chronicle, circulation
554,783, published daily. The Brownsville Herald was used as the local border paper in
Texas. This paper has a daily circulation of 16,184. This paper was chosen as the Texas
border paper because it is located close to the border, in the area designated by the U.S.
Border Patrol as the Rio Grande Valley sector, the area where the most unaccompanied
minors were apprehended during 2014.
For the state of New Mexico, articles from the Albuquerque Journal, daily
circulation 109,963 were included. Although this is a much smaller circulation than the
other statewide newspapers included in the study, the Albuquerque Journal is the largest
newspaper in New Mexico and thus the most appropriate state paper to use in this level of
comparison. The Las Cruces Sun-News, a daily paper with a circulation of 24,772 served
as the local newspaper. It is one of the New Mexico papers published closest to the
border.
The largest newspaper in Arizona, The Arizona Republic, which has a Sunday
circulation of 414, 148 and an average daily circulation of 260, 335 was included as the
state-wide newspaper. It is published in Phoenix. This newspaper was included because it
is published farther from the border than some of the other papers published in Arizona,
such as the Arizona Daily Star, and thus better fit the category of being “statewide” rather
than border-focused. The Nogales International, published twice a week with a
circulation of 4,560, was used as the local newspaper. While it is quite small, the Nogales
International is a valuable resource because it is an example of a town directly situated
on the U.S.-Mexico border and was also a location where some of the Central American
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youth were held at Border Patrol facilities during the summer. In this way, it is an
appropriate source to compare with the other local papers included. The location of the
Nogales International also provides a more local perspective than an Arizona paper with
a larger circulation but located farther from the border.
The U-T San Diego is a daily California newspaper with a circulation of 328,531,
quite close to the circulation of the Houston Chronicle and not as large as some other
California papers. It is located close enough to the border to still be relevant for this study
but not too close so as to count as a “local” paper. The Imperial Valley Press, published
daily in El Centro, California has a circulation of 10,100. It served as the local California
newspaper close to the border.
To gain a broader perspective of the coverage of the unaccompanied Central
American youth who migrated to the United States in the summer of 2014, two national
newspapers: USA Today and The New York Times were included in this study. The USA
Today is the newspaper with the largest circulation in the United States, with a daily
circulation of about 3.3 million. The New York Times is the third largest, with a daily
circulation of about 2.1 million (Malcolm, 2014). These two newspapers reach a vast
amount of readers throughout the United States, so doing a content analysis of their
coverage will provide the national component of this research. The type of coverage
presented by each of these papers was quite different, as The New York Times has more
in-depth articles and USA Today had more general coverage.
Using the words “immigration” and “unaccompanied minors,” as keywords, I
searched through all articles published by each newspaper during my research time
frame. I used the Access World News database to find articles from Houston Chronicle,
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The Brownsville Herald, Las Cruces Sun-News, Albuquerque Journal, Nogales
International and USA Today. I used the ProQuest database for The Arizona Republic and
Lexus Nexus for The New York Times. I found the Access World News database to be the
most inclusive and easiest to search. However, The Arizona Republic was only available
on ProQuest and The New York Times was available on LexusNexus but not on Access
World News.
From the resulting lists of all articles including either the words “immigration” or
“unaccompanied minors,” articles were narrowed to include only those pertaining to
coverage of unaccompanied Central American minors (see Table 1). Duplicative articles
and those that were revisions or excerpts of longer pieces were excluded. During the time
period of my study, there was a great deal of national discussion regarding primary
elections; the Development, Relief and Education of Alien Minors Act (the DREAM
ACT) and DACA in which issues related to “immigration” were raised but not related to
“unaccompanied minors.” Some articles relating to elections were included, if there was
substantial discussion of issues related to unaccompanied minors’ migration or to issues
faced by Central American youth while in detention.
Many articles dealing with immigration over this time period covered migration
of “unaccompanied minors and women,” and these were included because of the overlap
with those articles dealing solely with children. In addition, there were some articles in
which minors were simply referred to as “immigrant children,” or a similar lexical
variation. These groups may have included minors who were not Central American but
because unaccompanied minors were included in the coverage, these articles were
incorporated into the study because the newspapers presented them as part of the larger
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general topic. These articles often dealt with conditions for children in detention centers
or detailed the debate of whether the children deserve asylum.
Only text was analyzed and the study did not include political cartoons or
photographs and captions accompanying articles. This is in part to keep the research
focused and in part due to the nature of the articles studied. Many of the articles were
about federal detention centers housing children awaiting asylum hearings, or about
volunteer organizations helping children before their trials. Especially in federal
detention centers, there were strictly enforced rules against media interaction with
children and overall access was limited. There was little opportunity for photographers
from different newspapers to enter. The majority of photographs accompanying articles
were from Associated Press photographers. Thus, there was too much overlap in images
used to draw meaningful conclusions about photos from individual newspapers.
Editorials and guest columnists’ contributions were included but letters to the
editor were not. This was an attempt to keep the amount of articles within a manageable
range and also because these letters did not follow the same format as actual articles.
Letters to the editor would have biased the terminology used by the newspapers along
with the views presented. A valuable follow-up study to analyze letters to the editor in the
same manner as the articles and then look for places of overlap and difference could be
done at a later time. Both the terms “immigration” and “unaccompanied minors” were
used in separate searches because neither keyword yielded a complete selection of
articles (see Table 1). “Immigration” was a very broad search term and “unaccompanied
minors” was too narrow. Table 1 shows the number of articles yielded by each search
term and the number of articles I found to be pertinent. The articles yielded by searches
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for “unaccompanied minors” were usually redundant from the “immigration” search but
there were some pertinent articles that this term yielded.

Table 1: Number of articles yielded by search terms and pertinent articles for research
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Using a codebook with 13 variables (see Appendix A) many of which are multipart, a content analysis of each article was conducted. The variables included publication
date, main sources, whether metaphors were used and if so, what types, whether these
metaphors were found in quotes or in the main text, what terminology was used to
describe immigration status, whether the term “unaccompanied minor/ child/ etc.” was
used and whether the article correlated unaccompanied minors with terrorists. There was
also a variable for whether the names of migrant children or women were included in the
article, an attempt to determine how often migrants were sources for articles. If a
pseudonym was used or a reason for withholding a person’s name was given, it was
coded as an affirmative answer for this variable. This only occurred in a few articles.
Sources coded were limited to the primary three. Some in-depth articles included
more sources; however, the majority of articles used no more than three different types of
sources. Words describing immigration status could also have multiple responses, as
some authors used multiple terms. Metaphors were also limited to the three types used
most often. Some articles, especially editorials expressing strong opinions, were
metaphor-rich and used a plethora of different types of metaphors. In these cases, it was
determined whether there were metaphors that fit into the same category and these were
used in the analysis.
Data was entered into an Microsoft Excel spreadsheet. After coding all of the
articles, data was transferred to the program IBM SPSS Statistics, Version 22 (SPSS) to
run analysis. Using the descriptive statistics crosstabs and multiple response crosstabs in
SPSS, a variety of charts were created from the coded articles to determine relationships
between the different categories of interest.
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DATA AND FINDINGS
CATEGORIZING DATA
The first step in categorizing the data was determining when articles were
published and whether there was a correlation between the number of unaccompanied
minors apprehended and the amount of press coverage. Figure 2 shows the number of
articles published by all newspapers. The highest concentration of news coverage took
place during July 2014 and the earliest articles were published by the USA Today and The
Brownsville Herald, during the week of May 5, 2014.

Figure 2: Weekly count of articles

The article published by The Brownsville Herald (“Protesters cross Hidalgo
bridge, seeking asylum,” May 4, 2014) focuses on a group protesting human rights
violations by crossing the Reynosa-Hidalgo bridge. The USA Today article (“Voices:
Fence on Mexican border not enough,” May 9, 2014) reports that building more border
fences will not dissuade people from attempting to cross to the United States. Neither
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article used the term “unaccompanied minor,” and while the articles dealt with
immigration and Central American migrants, they lacked some of the urgency found in
later articles.
The USA Today article could be seen as a timely precursor to the events of the
summer, as it presented the difficulties of “border security” along with acknowledgment
that people will not stop crossing the border just because it is patrolled.
Figure 3 illustrates how many articles were published by each newspaper by
month:

Figure 3: Monthly publications of articles

This chart shows the increase in coverage, especially by The New York Times,
USA Today, Arizona Republic, and Houston Chronicle during the month of July. The
New York Times and USA Today are both national papers and the Houston Chronicle is
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the state-wide paper published closest to the main entry point of the majority of
unaccompanied Central American minors. Thus, this chart demonstrates the rapid growth
of national interest in events that just weeks prior were generally local and the subsequent
decline in national interest. During July, many articles were focused on Congressional
debate about immigration and changes to the 2008 William-Wilberforce Anti-Trafficking
Law.6
The New York Times published 65 articles dealing with unaccompanied minors
during the month of July 2014 and in 36 articles, a federal official was one of the main
sources. This includes congressmen, President Barack Obama and White House
administrators. In addition to federal officials, 15 articles used a person from a federal
agency as a source. “Federal agencies” include Border Patrol spokespersons, the
Department of Homeland Security, and U.S. Immigration and Customs Enforcement
(ICE), among others. Thus, in over half of the articles published during this month by The
New York Times, a main source was a representative of the federal government and/or a
government agency. During this same time period, a migrant was a main source in only
five articles, and a community member was a main source for six articles.
The USA Today published 48 articles during this same month. In 31 of these
articles, a federal official was a main source. A federal agency spokesperson was a source

6

This law, signed into effect by President George W. Bush on Dec. 23, 2008, amended the Trafficking
Victims Protection Act of 2000. It is intended to add extra protections for “vulnerable populations,” such
as women and children, who may be victims of human trafficking (News Releases, 2008). These laws also
create protections for unaccompanied migrant children from noncontiguous countries by giving these
children the right to have a deportation hearing within 72 hours of apprehension. Some Congressmen,
notably U.S. Rep. Henry Cuellar, D-Texas and U.S. Sen. John Cornyn, R-Texas, have proposed a change to
the bill which would require all unaccompanied minors to be treated the same as children from Canada
and Mexico; meaning apprehended children could lose their right to a deportation hearing and be
immediately deported if they “do not express fear of returning home” (Renwick, 2014).
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in 10 articles, and a migrant was a main source in only three articles. Community
members were not cited.
SOURCES IN STATE AND LOCAL PAPERS AT HEIGHT OF NEWS COVERAGE
The Houston Chronicle and The Arizona Republic also published extensively
during this time period, with a total of 48 and 53 articles, respectively. The Arizona
Republic cited a federal official 13 times, a federal agency four times, community
members three times and migrants three times. State officials were sources in 12 articles.
The Houston Chronicle cited federal officials 18 times, federal agencies 15 times,
migrants three times and community members nine times. State officials were sources in
17 articles.
MAIN SOURCES IN TOTAL SAMPLE
When analysis of sources is expanded to include the entire sample of articles, the
trends are somewhat similar to those seen in a study of solely July 2014 (see Figure 4). In
57.6 percent of the articles published by the USA Today, federal officials were a main
source. Compare this number with the Imperial Valley Press, the local California paper,
in which only 7.7 percent of articles used a federal official as a main source. However,
the Imperial Valley Press spoke to community members in 11.5 percent of articles,
compared to zero by the USA Today and only 6.5 percent in The New York Times.
The Nogales International used federal agencies as a source most often, citing
agency spokespeople or agents in 11 of 27 articles. Of these 11 federal agency sources,
nine were associated with Border Patrol.
Both papers from the state of New Mexico and the Nogales International used
volunteers as sources more frequently than the other newspapers. The Las Cruces Sun-
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News has the highest use of volunteers as a source, citing them in 30 percent of published
articles during the study. The Albuquerque Journal follows with volunteers cited in 15
percent of articles and the Nogales International in 14.8 percent of articles. Migrants
were housed in detention centers in New Mexico and the community efforts organized in
Las Cruces to help gather supplies for migrants received a great deal of attention in the
local paper. Similarly, the Nogales International ran some articles focused on the efforts
of community members to collect supplies for the children being housed in their town.
Local papers tended to cite researchers and analysts less frequently than statewide papers and much less often than the two national papers. Researchers cited were
often university professors or professionals looking for migration trends or offering
background information about pertinent topics.
Non-governmental organizations (NGOs) and non-profits were cited most
frequently by The New York Times and the UT-San Diego, followed by the Albuquerque
Journal. These organizations were generally either used as background sources, to
provide information about the context of migration, or to explain the work the group was
doing in connection to migration in general. Some groups provided legal representation
to children, housing or medical care. It is possible the count of volunteers used as sources
by these newspapers was lower than in the local papers because if a volunteer was a
representative of an NGO or a non-profit, I coded that person as an NGO or non-profit
source, rather than simply as a volunteer, as the person spoke on part of the organization.
Figure 4 is color coded so as to make the most commonly used sources clearer.
Green is used for the highest percentages and red is used for the lowest percentages, with
the yellow gradient showing middle results.
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Figure 4: Crosstabulation of sources used by each newspaper
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TYPE OF ARTICLES
During the coverage, a variety of different types of news articles were published
by each newspaper. They are divided into four categories: Information/ current event (a
basic news article, intended to simply provide information about the topic), analysis (an
article in which either the reporter or a source offered more context about the topic or
more analysis of what certain events implicated), editorial (also included guest opinioneditorials), and background/ narrative articles. This last category included articles that
presented the story in more of a narrative style to tell a personal story of a source, or an
article offering more information about historical background. There was sometimes
overlap among the categories, and in these cases they were counted once in each
appropriate category.
With the exception of the Las Cruces Sun-News, the majority of articles by each
newspaper were information/ current events articles (see Figure 5). The Las Cruces SunNews had the most editorial pieces, followed by information/ current events pieces. The
next most common category for newspapers were editorials (except for the Las Cruces
Sun-News), and then analysis articles. The numbers of analysis articles was comparable
to the number of background/narrative articles. State-wide papers always published more
background/ narrative articles than local papers, but when the percentages of publications
are compared, the numbers are quite close. There is no remarkable difference to draw
between the different types of newspapers. State-wide papers also provided more
analysis-style articles than local papers, with the exception of the Imperial Valley Press.
No local paper except for the Imperial Valley Press published an analysis article.
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Figure 5: Crosstabluation of type of articles published by each newspaper

TERMINOLOGY USED TO DESCRIBE IMMIGRATION STATUS
As Figure 6 shows, terminology used to describe immigration status varies a bit
by newspaper, but there are no clear regional or state-wide similarities. The majority of
newspapers used the term “migrant” to describe unaccompanied minors and their
families. The term “illegal” is used slightly more often (28.6 percent) than the term
“unaccompanied,” (26.6 percent) but there is not enough of a difference to be remarkable.
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Figure 6: Crosstabluation of terminology used to describe immigration status

Most of the differences between usage of terms appear when comparing state
papers and local papers. For example, the Houston Chronicle used “illegal” 49 times, or
in 46.7 percent of articles while The Brownsville Herald used the term 20 times, or in 29
percent of articles.
In 22.3 percent of the total articles, immigration status was not discussed.
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When running descriptive statistics to determine how often the term “illegal” was
used, the anomalies in its usage are made more evident (see Figure 7). Figure 7 shows the
actual count of uses of “illegal” and the calculated expected count of use of “illegal” to
describe immigration status. The expected count was calculated in SPSS and is based on
the total instances of use of the term and percentages of use in each of the newspapers. As
is demonstrated by Figure 8, the use of the term “illegal” by newspaper is significant. The
Houston Chronicle used the term more than was expected, with an actual use of 49 times
and an expected use of 29.8 times. Although the difference was not as great as that of the
Houston Chronicle, The New York Times also used the term “illegal” more than expected
and the term “undocumented” less often. The Brownsville Herald, Las Cruces Sun-News,
Albuquerque Journal, Nogales International and Imperial Valley Press were all very
close to the expected count projections. The USA Today, UT-San Diego and The Arizona
Republic both used the term “undocumented” slightly more than expected.
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Figure 7: Crosstablulation of usage of the term “illegal” by newspaper
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Figure 8: Chi-Square test for usage of the term “illegal” by newspaper

PERSPECTIVE TOWARD MIGRANTS
Overall, the articles had a neutral perspective toward migrants, meaning they were
neither effusively supporting the unaccompanied children crossing the border nor
descrying them as dangers to society nor as criminals (see Figure 9). While personal bias
does not figure into identification of use of the term “illegal” or “undocumented” or
recognizing sources, identifying whether an article portrays migrants in a positive,
negative or neutral light could be more subject to individual opinions. Recognizing this
potential flaw, the methodology for the analysis maintained the same standard in judging
articles across each state and followed the same guidelines for each one. If an article
included both a source supporting immigration and a source opposing immigration, the
article was categorized as “neutral.” Likewise, if only positive sources were cited, it was
a “positive” article and in the few cases where overwhelmingly negative sources were
cited, that article was coded as “negative.” For the most part, it was clear upon reading
the articles and identifying the sources as to which category an article belonged.
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Figure 9: Crosstabulation of newspaper’s articles perspective toward migrants
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Figure 10: Chi-Square for newspaper’s articles perspective toward migrants

Figure 9 demonstrates just over 60 percent of all articles were neutral, versus
about 4 percent negative and nearly 36 percent positive. The Las Cruces Sun-News was
the only paper with a much greater percentage of positive articles than neutral. There are
no clear patterns of neutrality or positivity by region, state, or local divisions. Only about
4 percent of the total articles had a negative perspective toward migrants. Nearly half (1.7
percent) of the negative articles were published in the Houston Chronicle and The
Brownsville Herald. The Houston Chronicle, The Brownsville Herald and the USA Today
had more negative articles than expected. The count of negative articles found in the
other newspapers was very close to what was expected, except for The New York Times,
which had fewer negative articles that expected. This finding is a positive one for the
statues of immigration coverage, as it demonstrates an attempt to present facts neutrally,
without prejudicing readers.
The number of positive articles was overall quite close to the expected counts,
with a few exceptions. The New York Times had slightly more positive articles than
expected (54 to 43.6) while the USA Today and The Arizona Republic had fewer positive
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articles than expected (23 to 32.6 and 25 to 35.4, respectively). These findings become
interesting when compared with each newspaper’s use of the word “illegal” (see Figure
7).
In order to better compare these two categories, a crosstabulation of the use of the
word illegal and the perspective of the article toward migrants was done. Figure 11
demonstrates the slight divisions between positive, negative and neutral articles:

Figure 11: Crosstabulation of perspective toward migrants and use of the term “illegal”

Figure 12: Chi-Square for perspective toward migrants and use of the term “illegal”
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The word “illegal” was used in 17 of the negative articles and in 48 of the positive
articles. It was not used in eight of the negative articles and it was not used in 184 of the
positive articles. While it is difficult to compare these numbers overall, as there are so
many more positive articles than negative, they can be compared by columns. The word
“illegal” was used in twice as many of the negative articles as those in which it was not
used. It was used in about 26 percent of the positive articles. These results can be
compared with the use of the word “undocumented” (see Figure 13).
As Figures 13 and 14 demonstrate, there are not strong correlations between the
use of the word “undocumented” and the perspective of the article toward migrants.

Figure 13: Crosstabulation of perspective toward migrants and use of the term “undocumented”
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Figure 14: Chi-Square for perspective toward migrants and use of the term “undocumented”

COMPARISONS OF SOURCES AND PERSPECTIVE TOWARD MIGRANTS
Another crosstabulation can be run between the sources used and the perspective
of the article towards migrants (see Figure 15). This chart groups together all articles
published by all newspapers, so conclusions cannot be drawn at a local, state or national
level. However, in many respects, sources are similar across the newspapers, as many of
the same federal officials and federal agencies were sources for every newspaper, and
because every newspaper was covering similar events.
When comparing the sources for positive, negative and neutral articles, they are
generally quite similar, with the exception of the articles citing a volunteer or a migrant.
There were no articles with a negative perspective in which a migrant or a volunteer was
a source. The majority of the negative perspective articles used state officials a source
(1.5 percent of total articles) or “other” (1.5 percent of total articles). Positive articles
used a state official in 7.1 percent of articles and they were sources for 15.4 percent of
neutral articles. The “other” category includes opinion/ editorial pieces, citations from
newspapers other than the one in which the article was published and international
officials. However, this percentage is not significant because “other” was a source for
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14.9 percent of the positive articles. Federal agencies were sources in 0.9 percent of the
negative articles, but this is not significant as they were sources in 7.4 percent of the
positive articles and 14.9 percent of the neutral articles.

Figure 15: Crosstabulation of perspective toward migrants and sources used
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Thus, the only finding which can be drawn by comparing sources used and the
article’s perspective toward migrants is that negative articles never used a migrant or a
volunteer as a source. Likewise, no volunteer was interviewed for use in an article with a
negative perspective. Instead, state officials and opinions (in the “other” category”) were
primarily sources while portraying migrants negatively.
In order to further demonstrate this finding, see Figure 16, which shows a
crosstabulation between the perspective of the article and the use of an unaccompanied
minor’s or a migrant woman’s name.

Figure 16: Crosstabulation of perspective toward migrants and inclusion of an unaccompanied minor or
woman’s name
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Figure 17: Chi-Square for perspective toward migrants and inclusion of an unaccompanied minor or
woman’s name

There was not a single article with a negative perspective in which the name of an
unaccompanied minor or undocumented woman was included. As the chi-square test (
Figure 17) shows, this finding is statistically significant.
USE OF THE TERM “UNACCOMPANIED MINORS”
Children crossing from Central America were often labeled “unaccompanied
minors,” a problematic term given its loose definition. It is unclear exactly what
population fell into this category. Some of the minors crossing were older teenagers.
Sometimes very young children were crossing with teenage relatives. Once the children
were in detention in the United States, they were separated by age and gender. Multiple
articles highlighted the vast range in ages present in the holding facilities. Among the
articles in the sample, none explained, for example, whether a 3-year old child traveling
with a 17-year old child would still be considered an “unaccompanied minor,” clearly, in
this case the child is not completely alone.
As Figure 18 shows, the term “unaccompanied minor” was commonly used in
articles in every newspaper included in the sample. With the exception of the Las Cruces
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Sun-News and the Albuquerque Journal, every newspaper used the term more often than
not. Overall, the term “unaccompanied minors/ children/ etc” was used in 68 percent of
all articles published by all ten newspapers. Often, when the term “unaccompanied” was
not used, there was another synonymous term, such as “unescorted” (“Stop this march of
children,” The Arizona Republic, published July 13, 2014) or a more descriptive phrase
such as, “children who have crossed the border on their own,” (“Obama asks governors
for border support,” Houston Chronicle, published July 14, 2014).
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Figure 18: Crosstabulation showing use of “unaccompanied minor/child/etc” by newspapers
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Figure 19: Chi-Square for use of “unaccompanied minor/ child/etc. by
newspaper

The content analysis revealed that women were occasionally included in articles
about Central American children traveling to the United States. Sometimes, articles
focused on Central American women with young children seeking asylum and sometimes
the focus was on the migration of Central American woman along with unaccompanied
Central American minors. However, as Figure 20 demonstrates, it was more common for
an article to only mention “unaccompanied minors/ children/ etc.” (55.9 percent) than it
was to mention women without using the term “unaccompanied minors/ children/ etc.”
(10.3 percent).
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Women were included in 146 of the articles, or 22.4 percent of the total. In 141
articles neither the term “unaccompanied minors/ children/ etc.” nor women were
included. This does not mean these 141 articles were not pertinent to the study; rather
other language was used to describe unaccompanied minors and women.

Figure 20: Crosstabulation showing use of “unaccompanied minor/child/etc.” and inclusion of
women

Figure 21: Chi-Square for use of “unaccompanied minor/child/etc.” and inclusion of women
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USE OF METAPHORS
Metaphors were used extensively in articles published by every newspaper and it
was more common for an article to include a metaphor than to not include one (see Figure
22), as they were used in nearly 90 percent of all articles. This is quite significant (see
Figure 23). After demonstrating the extensive use of metaphors, the next step is
determining what types of metaphors are used. Water-related metaphors are
overwhelmingly the most common, in all newspapers, making up 77.1 percent of the total
metaphors used. The least common metaphors were nation-related, at 0.5 percent of total,
and environment (non-water), at 2.4 percent of the total. Figure 24, which has the same
red to green color-coding as Figure 4, shows all metaphors used in all papers. Some
newspapers used more than one type of metaphor in a single article, and some articles
used numerous and distinct metaphors in a single article. To keep the data manageable,
only the top three types of metaphors used in each article were included in the analysis.
The “other” category of metaphor included those types of metaphor that could not
be categorized or were used too infrequently to form a new category. Some of these were
relatively informal, for example, one reporter described an unaccompanied minor in a
detention center as looking “like a little doll.” Other phrases simply did not fit into
categories that were clearly defined, such as “political jockeying.” It is possible this term
could be categorized as sports-related, as it refers to jockeys, but is not a good fit with the
other metaphors (for example, “track record,” “level playing field,” “playing defense,”
etc.) found in that category.
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Figure 22: Crosstabulation of use of metaphors by newspapers

Figure 23: Chi-Square for use of metaphors by newspapers
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Figure 24: Crosstabulation of all types of metaphors used
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The primary metaphor (see Figure 25) was defined as the metaphor used most
often in the story. If multiple types of metaphors were used the same amount of times, I
designated the one that was used first in the article, closest to the lead or the headline, as
the primary metaphor. For example, in the article “Border Patrol takes on – Caretaker
duties – Agents shift gears amid migrant crisis,” published on July 14, 2014 by U-T San
Diego, three distinct types of metaphors were used: water, body-related and diseaserelated. Each type of metaphor was used one time, but the first metaphor in the article,
“As migrants from El Salvador, Honduras and Guatemala flooded the Texas border,” was
located in the third graph. The next, “‘They’ve kind of stolen our hearts, on a number of
occasions’” was in the tenth graph. The tertiary metaphor, “The Border Patrol has been
plagued by an image problem,” was not found until the twelfth graph. Thus, this article
does not have one metaphor that is used more often nor as an over-riding theme, but the
primary metaphor was used much earlier in the article than the secondary and tertiary
metaphors.
From Figure 26, it is evident water represented the primary metaphor in the
majority of articles, 64.10 percent. “Other,” at 12.48 percent, was the next most common,
followed by body-related metaphors, at 8.03 percent. Nation-related metaphors were only
a primary metaphor in 0.5 percent of articles and disease-related metaphors were primary
metaphors in 0.7 percent of articles. This drastic difference in the amounts of different
types of metaphors demonstrates the pervasiveness of water metaphors when immigration
is a topic. Water was used quite often as a secondary metaphor also, as Figure 26
demonstrates.
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Figure 25: Pie chart showing most common primary metaphors used
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Figure 26: Pie chart showing most common secondary metaphors used

The “other” category was used in 39.64 percent of articles as a secondary
metaphor. This large percentage of “other” types of metaphors makes it more difficult to
draw conclusions about secondary metaphors in general; however, the known metaphor
categories are still separated out and, for secondary metaphors, there is an overall greater
variety of different types of metaphors. While water is still the most frequent after
“other,” making up 16.22 percent of secondary metaphors, body-related metaphors make
up 12.84 percent of these metaphors. War/ combat metaphors are now 5.86 percent of
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secondary metaphors used, closely followed by animal metaphors (4.95 percent). Animal
metaphors, which are not necessarily negative, were not always used in relation to the
unaccompanied minors. The phrase “a flock of judges” appeared in multiple newspaper
sources, as did the terms “a lion’s share” and “beef-up;” none of which were used to
describe the children themselves.
Metaphors were used in 585 articles, and just over half (53.3 percent) were in the
main text. It was rare for an article to only have a metaphor in quoted speech (29 articles,
or 5 percent) and the remaining articles (41.7 percent) had a metaphor in both quoted
speech and the main text (see Figure 27).

Figure 27: When metaphors are used, are they in the main text or quoted speech?

When a crosstabulation of the perspective of the article versus the metaphors used
is created, there is no clear correlation between the two subjects. demonstrates this point.
Most metaphors are used nearly as often in positive articles as in neutral articles. Because
there are fewer negative articles, there is not enough data to make a clear connection
between use of a certain type of metaphor and a negative perspective. In the categories
where there is more of a difference between metaphor use in positive versus neutral
articles, more metaphors appear in neutral articles (water, “other,” sports, war/combat
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and sciences/ math). However, these percentages lose some meaning when the greater
number of neutral metaphors than positive metaphors is taken into account. One category
in which there was a noticeable difference between positive and neutral articles were
articles using religious metaphors. These metaphors were often used to describe reactions
to unaccompanied minors and to demonstrate affection or compassion.
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Figure 28: Crosstabulation of type of metaphor used and perspective of article toward migrants
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PORTRAYAL OF UNACCOMPANIED MINORS IN ARTICLES
Sometimes, articles pointed out the reasons for migration and the dangers the
children faced as they traveled through Mexico, portraying unaccompanied minors as
refugees or asylum-seekers (see Figure 29). In about 25 percent of the total articles,

Figure 29: Crosstabulation of depiction of migrants as refugees by newspaper
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unaccompanied minors, or Central American women, were portrayed as refugees. The
Las Cruces Sun-News is the only paper where the majority of the articles (60 percent)
portrayed these groups as refugees. All other newspapers generally did not portray them
as refugees.

Figure 30: Chi-Square for depiction of migrants as refugees by newspaper

The type of metaphor used when migrants were portrayed as refugees varies a bit.
Figure 31 shows the correlation between portrayal of migrants as refugees and what type
of metaphor was used in the articles.
Because it was more common for migrants to not be portrayed as refugees, it is
understandable that for the majority of metaphors, there are more cases where the
metaphor is used in articles in which people are not portrayed as refugees. However,
house-related metaphors and religious metaphors are used nearly as often in articles
where migrants are portrayed as refugees in those where they are not.
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Figure 31: Crosstabulation of depiction of migrants as refugees and types of metaphors used
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EFFECT OF TIME ON COVERAGE
The media coverage of unaccompanied Central American minors accelerated and
then dropped off quickly during the summer of 2014 (see Figure 2 and Figure 3). To
answer questions of whether terminology changed over the summer, I created graphs
showing terminology used by each newspaper to describe immigration status (see Figure
33 through Figure 37 in Appendix B).
The question of terminology used to describe the children’s immigration status is
important because so many of these children are applying for asylum. In some newspaper
articles included in the study, sources argued the children ought to be designated as
refugees or asylum-seekers. However, if a newspaper repeatedly refers to the children as
“illegal immigrants,” readers will be reminded of the legal aspects of immigration, rather
than the serious human rights issues present in this migration. This viewpoint can
influence public policy (Catalano, 2013; Fryberg et al., 2012). A person who is a refugee
should not be called an “illegal immigrant,” so a part of this research asked whether that
dichotomy would appear in the data.
To better compare the use of terminology across the different newspapers, these
graphs use the same scale, enabling comparisons between articles which published many
articles, like The New York Times, and those which published fewer, like the Las Cruces
Sun-News.
Water metaphors were by far the most commonly used metaphor, and this brings
up the question of whether the use of these metaphors increased over time or changed
throughout the different regions. Figure 32 presents each newspaper’s use of water
metaphors by week. The percentage per week is based on how frequently the metaphors
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showed up in the articles published. Thus, for the week of June 9, 2014, 100 percent of
the pertinent articles published by the Imperial Valley Press, Albuquerque Journal,
Houston Chronicle and The Brownsville Herald used at least one water metaphor. This
does not signify these articles each published the same amount of pertinent articles during
this time period or that each one used the same quantity of water metaphors; rather it
shows every article each newspaper published used a water metaphor. The color-coding
scheme is the same as that used in Figure 4 and Figure 24, with green showing the highest
percentages and red the lowest. Gradations of yellow show the middle ranges.
The two California papers used water metaphors less often in the beginning of the
summer, and the Imperial Valley Press used water less often than the other newspapers
overall.
In general, the national newspapers used water metaphors fairly consistently
throughout the summer. The usage of water metaphors by the Houston Chronicle was
consistently high throughout the period of the study and the publication does have the
most consistent earliest use of this type of metaphor. The Arizona Republic’s use of water
metaphors is similar to that of the Houston Chronicle, in that it remains consistently high
throughout the study. But Figure 32 shows there is no strong correlation between the use
of water metaphors and date or region.
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Figure 32: Weekly use of water metaphors by newspapers
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REPORTERS
Although reporters were not included as a main part of research, it is useful to
mention a brief summary of how many writers contributed to the coverage among these
ten newspapers. Even the local newspapers had quite a few different reporters. These
results include editorial writers along with guest opinion writers and occasional guest
writers for a newspaper, such as a congressman or local official.
The Brownsville Herald published articles from 19 different writers. Houston
Chronicle had 26 different writers, including editorials and guest pieces. From California,
the Imperial Valley Press had eight writers and U-T San Diego had 14, including the
editorial board and an unnamed Local section. The Arizona Republic had 25 writers
contributing, again including guest voices, while Nogales International had 12 writers,
four of whom were community contributors, and one unnamed News section. The New
Mexico newspapers had slightly fewer writers: Las Cruces Sun-News had eight writers
and the Albuquerque Journal had ten, one of which was an unnamed Metro section and
another which was the editorial board.
Finally, the national newspapers each contributed many writers. The USA Today
had a total of 31 writers, including a USA Today-named column. The New York Times
had 45 different writers, which includes editors and opinion-editorial pieces, along with
some special reports. While there were clearly some reporters who published more pieces
than others; for example, Julia Preston of The New York Times independently wrote 17
articles and also contributed to additional pieces, the array of writers overall is quite high.
Altogether, about 190 different people wrote articles and editorials about unaccompanied
minors and topics related to their migration during the duration of this study.
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FINDINGS
RESEARCH QUESTION 1: What terminology is used to describe immigration status in
the news reports? Is there a difference between local, state and national newspapers?
Does the terminology used change over time; for example, did the language used to
describe the immigration status of the children change as coverage increased or
decreased?
Findings: The words “illegal” and “undocumented” were used with nearly the
same frequency during the length of the study (see Figure 6). There are not distinctions
between state and local newspapers that can be drawn along the U.S.-Mexico border. In
Texas and New Mexico, the state-wide papers both used “illegal” more often than
“undocumented” compared to the local papers.
In Arizona, the state-wide paper used “undocumented” more often than “illegal”
while the local paper used the two terms nearly equivalently. Both papers in California
used the terms with about the same frequency. For the national papers, USA Today used
“undocumented” more often while The New York Times used “illegal” more often.
When looking at the comparison between use of the terms and the perspective of
the article toward migrants, there is a pattern related to use of the word “illegal.” The
word “undocumented” is used in nearly as many positive perspective articles as the word
“illegal” (see Figure 11 through
Figure 14). Likewise, it is used in nearly as many of the neutral perspective articles as the
word “illegal.” However, it is used in only about 0.9 percent of the negative perspective
articles, versus the word “illegal” which is used in twice as many negative articles as the
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word “illegal” is not used. This demonstrates a connection between the word “illegal”
and articles with a negative perspective toward migrants.
There is not a definite correlation between use of terms and the passage of time.
Figure 33 through
(in Appendix B) demonstrate this. When coverage is compared across the different
newspapers, the use of the term “migrant” spikes in the first weeks of July for The New
York Times, USA Today, U-T San Diego and the Arizona Republic. In these papers,
“illegal” is used less often when “migrant” is used. Unfortunately, the newspapers in
New Mexico published so few articles compared to the other papers that it is not possible
to draw conclusions from that data set. The frequent use of the term “illegal” by the
Houston Chronicle is highlighted, as it is the only paper with a spike in usage later in the
summer. Because of the uneven amounts of data for state and local paper, it is impossible
to determine whether there are any real trends between state and local usage of these
different terms.
These findings do not support Hypothesis 1. The term “illegal” was not used more
often closer to the border. The term “undocumented” did not have a correlation with
articles having a positive perspective toward migrants; however, the term “illegal” did
have a correlation with articles with a negative perspective toward migrants.

RESEARCH QUESTION 2: What metaphors are found in newspaper articles about the
movement of unaccompanied Central American youth to the United States during the
summer of 2014?
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Findings: As Figure 22 demonstrates, metaphors were used extensively by all
newspapers during coverage of unaccompanied minors during this study. Metaphors
were used in 585 of 651 articles (Figure 22). The most common metaphors were those
relating to water, used in 452 articles, or nearly 77 percent of all articles (Figure 24).
Phrases falling in this category included: surge, flooded, stem the tide, pouring across, a
stream of children, a wave of minors, tsunami of families and children, pipeline, tidal
wave, and wave of unaccompanied children, among others.
Body-related metaphors were also frequently found in this study, showing up in
111 articles (18.9 percent of articles) (see Figure 24); however, these metaphors were less
often used to describe the migrants. Instead, they were usually used in relation to the way
sources felt unaccompanied minors ought to be treated (for example, “welcomed with
opened arms,” or “opening our hearts” to the children) or about the stresses the situation
caused for community members, officials and policy makers, such as “having our hands
full,” “pointing fingers,” “steps up,” “turns a blind eye,” and “talk until blue in the face.”
War/ combat metaphors are the third most common categorized type of metaphor,
appearing in a total of 57 articles (9.7 percent of articles) (see Figure 24). These
metaphors were often used in a manner similar to the body-related metaphors, because
they were used to describe the efforts community and national leaders were putting into
addressing issues caused by the arrival of unaccompanied minors. Examples include
phrases like an “uphill fight,” “one problem Congress can’t duck,” “draw a line in the
sand,” “come under fire” “holding hostage,” and “shell-shocked.”
These findings support Hypothesis 2, as they demonstrate extensive use of
metaphors throughout the length of the study. The hypothesis that metaphors would be
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used to create connections between the arrival of migrants and dangers, based on past
research, is also supported because the most common type of metaphor and the third most
common type of metaphor are both overwhelmingly negative. Additionally, many of the
secondary and tertiary metaphors are also negative, so even a “neutral” article, with
respect to portrayal of migrants, used metaphors with negative connotations.
RESEARCH QUESTION 3: Do newspapers serving different geographical locations use
different terms or different metaphors to describe the youth? How are terms shared, or
not shared, across the border-states and the nation?
Findings: The results for research question three were less clear than those for the
first questions. Newspapers closer to the border and in different states did not seem to
influence coverage in other areas because all of the newspapers included in this study
employed the same terms and the same metaphors. Although there were some variations
in the terminology used to describe immigration status (see Figure 33 through
in Appendix B) and some newspapers used the word “illegal” more often than
would be expected (Figure 7), there is no strong correlation among the different types of
newspaper (local, state or national) nor across the time-frame of the study.
The term “unaccompanied minor/ child/ etc.” was used in a total of 443 articles,
nearly 70 percent of the total (see Figure 18). There is not a strong clear correlation
between regional or national use of the term. Both newspapers from Arizona and from
Texas used the term more often than not and the papers from California used the term in
about half of their articles. The newspapers from New Mexico tended to use the term less
often. The national newspapers used the term slightly more, in about 70 percent of their
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articles. However, besides demonstrating that overall, the term was quite common, there
are not strong correlations which can be drawn at a local, state or national level.
The use of metaphors follows a similarly inclusive pattern. Water metaphors were
used the most often for all papers, but a time when they started or whether they were
picked up by different news outlets at different times could not be pinpointed. The New
Mexico papers appear to use slightly less variety of metaphors than the larger circulation
newspapers in other states, but this could also be a result of the smaller sample size from
New Mexico, as these papers did not publish as many articles as the Arizona, Texas and
national newspapers during the study. The first instance of a water metaphor was in the
Houston Chronicle and The New York Times (see Figure 32), but these were also some of
the earliest articles published (see Figure 2).
When the use of metaphors is compared with the metaphors highlighted by Santa
Ana (2002), there is a great deal of overlap in terms used. This study, which included
articles from every border state, local publications and two national newspapers,
demonstrates the pervasive use of water metaphors in immigration coverage today. This
is not a new trend, as demonstrated by Santa Ana’s work (2002). While this study cannot
answer why water-related metaphors are so pervasive in immigration coverage, it does
demonstrate these terms are still being used profusely, in local, state and national
contexts.

RESEARCH QUESTION 4: Are metaphors used primarily in quotes by interview
subjects or in text? What specific metaphors are used to describe the youth? Are different
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metaphors associated with articles having a positive or negative portrayal of migration?
Does the use of metaphors change over time?
Findings: Metaphors were often used in both text and quotes, and rarely only in
quotes in articles included in this study (see Figure 27). Metaphors appeared in 585
articles, and in about half of these, they were in the main text. In about 40 percent of
these articles, a metaphor appeared in both a quote and in the main text.
Use of metaphors was not connected to the positive, negative or neutral
perspective of articles. It was just as likely for a metaphor to be used in any one of these
articles, and even negative-connotation metaphors, like “tsunami of families and
children,” are found in articles that are otherwise sympathetic or neutral toward
unaccompanied minors and immigrants in general.
One unexpected finding is regarding the use of migrants themselves as sources
and articles in which the name of an unaccompanied minor or migrant woman is used.
Overall, there were few negative-perspective articles; most articles were either positive or
neutral. However, no negative perspective articles used the name of an unaccompanied
minor or woman, nor was a migrant a source in any of these negative articles.
These findings somewhat support Hypothesis 4. Metaphors were found more
often in text and/or text and quotes rather than just in quotes and the most common
metaphors were generally used to refer to the large-scale migration of unaccompanied
minors; thus, they are used to present a complicated theme. Many reporters and editorial
writers contributed to this coverage, demonstrating the use of these metaphors over the
summer cannot be traced to a single person or newspaper publication. These terms were
used by nearly 200 reporters and editors in coverage of this topic during the course of this
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study, a finding which strengthens the argument that these terms are a part of the national
immigration discourse and not simply an anomaly.
CONCLUSION
DISCUSSION
Research Question 1 asked questions about terminology used by newspapers
included in this study. The findings regarding the use of the terms “undocumented” and
“illegal” in relation to the positive or negative perspective of the article present an
interesting point for discussion. The outcomes from the Chi-Square tests for each term’s
use in relation to the perspective of the article (see
Figure 12 and
Figure 14) demonstrate that while “undocumented” cannot be clearly correlated with a
positive or negative article, the word “illegal” can be correlated to articles in which
migrants are portrayed in a negative light. Thus, “illegal” is more closely connected to
negative perspectives toward migration than the term “undocumented” in the newspapers
included in this study. This finding supports Plascencia’s (2009) argument regarding the
use of these two terms and also the argument made regarding “othering” (Said, 1993;
Schmidt, 2002; Schrover & Schinkle, 2013) in society. “Illegal” has a clear connection
between wrong-doing and criminal behavior, thus, when an article with a negative
perspective toward migration uses the term, the purported illegality and “otherness” of
migration is emphasized. This also ties into the ideas of moral geography, as to be
involved in illegal actions pushes a person outside of an area’s morally accepted norms,
thus when an individual is labeled “illegal,” he or she violates the moral norms of those
who abide by the law.
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Many articles did not discuss the immigration status of unaccompanied minors
and/ or women traveling with minors. While in some articles this is to be expected, for
example, if it is an editorial or op-ed in which the writer discusses general ideas about
immigration and migration (“The crisis of children at the border,” The New York Times,
July 10, 2014) the reader may not expect the immigration status of individuals to be
important. However, in other articles, immigration status or some type of clarification
should be noted to preserve accuracy. For example, in the article, “Schools holding breath
as immigrant children arrive,” (USA Today, August 6, 2014) the immigration status of the
children is not explained.
From one perspective, this could be a positive omission as it demonstrates the
reporter is not using discriminatory language, such as “illegal,” to describe the children.
However, this remains an example of potentially dangerous stereotyping. When reading
the complete article, the “immigrant children” arriving at the schools are linked to those
who crossed the border, often from Central America, over the summer. These children
were undocumented and many were waiting for their trials to determine whether they
would be allowed to stay in the United States, granted asylum, or sent back to Central
America. Yet in this article, they are simply described as “immigrant children.” There is
no distinction between “immigrant children” who may have been living in the United
States for years or unaccompanied Central American minors who have just arrived in the
United States. Additionally, many of these children are believed to meet criteria
qualifying them as refugees, which would be yet another difference between them and
other immigrant children.
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While this may seem inconsequential, it opens the door for stereotyping all
“immigrant children” as potentially undocumented. By using the headline to ask whether
schools will be able to handle the increase in “immigrant children” students, a reader who
is less familiar with the events of the summer might question whether schools are
generally overwhelmed by “immigrant children,” which builds into the narrative of
immigrants as an economic burden on states and not contributing enough to the economy.
Although studies, such as Gans’s (2012) analysis of the 2004 economic impacts of
immigrants in Arizona, present a powerful rebuttal for these claims, they still exist, as
demonstrated by this article. Additionally, this headline presents a case supporting
argument for more precise language and more detailed reporting. In some ways, this
portrayal of “immigrant children” as a general threat to school resources and a possible
drain on communities is similar to Catalano’s findings (2013), in which she found
evidence connecting newspaper articles’ equation of Latinos with criminals. Although the
children are not being depicted as criminals, they are being portrayed as people who are
not a part of society and who are creating economic troubles for the group of students
who already live in the United States, thus contributing to the “othering” of migrants as
people belonging outside the borders of the nation state.
The term “unaccompanied minor” was used throughout the newspapers included
in this study, as was demonstrated by Figure 18, although, as noted, this problematic term
was not clearly defined in the articles included in the study. This presents another
instance of imprecise reporting; most present when migrant women were also included in
the articles. For example, if a group of women and children were apprehended, it would
be less likely for the term “unaccompanied minor” to be used to describe the children,
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even if it was unknown whether they were all traveling together (see. Situations like this
make it appear as though when the term is not used, the children are traveling with
women, which was not always the case. The article, “Migrants amass at river’s edge,”
published on June 20, 2014 by The Arizona Republic, illustrates this concept. In the
article, a Honduran woman traveling with her 5-year old daughter is interviewed, as is a
14-year old Honduran boy. The boy is not described as “unaccompanied,” although he
traveled alone.
When children are described as “waves” and “floods,” humanity and individuality
is taken away and ideas of danger and threats to wellbeing are brought to mind, rather
than compassion or understanding of the reasons children stated for migrating. Increased
use of the term “unaccompanied,” along with a clarified definition of what the term
means, would emphasize the position these children were actually facing – traveling
thousands of miles alone and in dangerous situations. Rather than presenting the children
as the danger, reporters ought to use more precise language to remind readers of the
dangers unaccompanied children face while undertaking this migration and to
acknowledge some of the reasons children cited for migrating.
Metaphors were the subject of Research Question 2. As noted above, waterrelated metaphors were by far the most frequently used metaphor, by all newspapers
included in this study. This primary metaphor is the same as the dominant metaphor
Santa Ana (2002) found in his analysis of coverage of Proposition 187 by the Los
Angeles Times from June 1992 to December 1994 (Santa Ana 2002, pg. 69). The next
most common primary metaphors in this study were “other,” war/ combat and body,
which is also quite similar to the secondary metaphors in Santa Ana’s study, which were
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war, body and animal. Although animal metaphors were not used as often in this
coverage, they were still present. This current research, which takes place more than a
decade after Santa Ana’s (2002) study of Proposition 187, demonstrates metaphorical
language used by newspapers has not evolved very much in the intervening years.
A common thread between the water-related metaphors found in this study was
the negative natural disasters to which they refer. For the most part, these words describe
events which lead to damage and destruction. They describe powerful forces of nature
that cannot be controlled or stopped as they ruin homes and communities. Additionally,
these words are not used to describe individuals; rather, they are ways to group a diverse
population into a single force; a nameless “other” threatening American society and ways
of life.
The use of water metaphors as a dominant form of discourse describing migration
can very effectively appeal to readers’ ideas of security and safety. For example, to stop
flooding, a dam may be built, or walls erected to protect property from damage. In the
same manner, walls are built along the U.S.-Mexico border, set in place to keep out the
“waves” of people attempting to cross the national boundary. Using water metaphors may
be a way to help justify militarization of the U.S.-Mexico border. Throughout the
newspaper coverage included in this study, there were many calls for increased
enforcement and border protection, especially in Texas. Depicting undocumented
migration as a natural disaster may be a way to increase support for militarization of the
border; just as the National Guard would be called for to help with hurricane relief or
flood control, more Border Patrol agents were called for to patrol the border.
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This study found that the majority of articles were neutral, as they did not overtly
support migrants or criticize them, which contradicts the high use of a negative watermetaphor. Finding a high frequency of neutral articles in this study is a positive finding,
because it demonstrates media sources both along the border and published nationally are
making an effort to present unbiased news, following the guidelines set out in the SPJ
Code of Ethics (SPJ, 2014). This unbiased news coverage ought to present facts enabling
readers to make decisions about the topics under discussion. However, when waterrelated metaphors are used describing unaccompanied minors and migrants in general,
even a positive article may leave a reader with an uncomfortable or negative feeling
toward the subject of migration. When unaccompanied minors are consistently presented
as a “wave,” “flood” or even a “tsunami,” reporters ignore the individuality of these
children and readers could see them as a potential threat to the United States. This mirrors
Santa Ana’s analysis of metaphor used in coverage of Proposition 187 (2002).
Similarly to use of the term “illegal,” use of water metaphors also contributes to
the creation of migrants as an “other” in society, as described by Stewart et al. (2011) and
Said (1993). This “othering” supports an “us versus them” modality (Stewart et al., 2011)
as migrants are depicted as people who are not a part of American society and instead
pose a threat to some part of society, just as a tsunami or a flood might. Additionally, this
use of water metaphors supports Chavez’s (2013) argument of the existence of the
“Latino Threat Narrative.” Once again, Latinos, in this case unaccompanied Central
American minors, are depicted as a homogenous group; rather than highlighting
individual stories of unaccompanied minors or the dangers these children are attempting
to escape, newspapers describe them as “a wave of unaccompanied minors.” The fact that
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these minors left diverse circumstances in different countries, such as Guatemala, El
Salvador, Honduras, and Mexico among others, is ignored when they are described as a
single “wave” or “tsunami.”
Another type of metaphor frequently found in this study was body-related
metaphors. These metaphors are both less negative than the water metaphors and less
inflammatory. While “pointing fingers” or “having hands full,” are generally not positive
situations, they do not approach the scale of danger and destruction caused by a “flood,”
“tsunami” or “tidal wave;” nor do they contribute to ideas of migrants as people outside
of American society. Thus, they are not as harmful to reader’s perceptions of migration as
water-related metaphors are.
The third most common category of metaphor, war/ combat metaphors, also have
a negative connotation; in some ways more overtly than the water metaphors, as war and
combat phrases are automatically assumed to be connected to the violence and
destruction of battles. However, these metaphors are used much less frequently and are
not overtly describing the unaccompanied minors or a group of people. Rather, they
generally are used to describe responses to the arrival of the children, providing a contrast
to the calls to welcome the youth “with open arms.” By using war/ combat related
metaphors to describe responses to unaccompanied minors, there is an overt
acknowledgment to claims these children are a threat to the United States, once again
fueling the “Latino Threat Narrative” by alluding to an invading force from across the
border (Chavez, 2013).
Findings for Research Question 3 were less conclusive than for the other
questions, as there was little variation in metaphors used by region and no strong
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correlations could be drawn between use of terminology and dates. However, the sources
used in articles have a bit of variance over time and in relation to location. Data
demonstrated that during the height of the study, national newspapers cited federal
sources more often and state newspapers cited state officials about as often as they cite
federal officials which, was not a surprise. During the same time period, data also
demonstrated that as the newspaper is located further from the event, the coverage
changes from one concentrated on local effects of the issue to nationally felt effects.
Branton and Dunaway (2009) found newspapers closer to the U.S.-Mexico border
focused more on the perceived dangers related to immigration. Stories are intended to
attract readers. In this study, the attention-grabbing aspect was much different than the
crime related articles brought up by Branton and Dunaway (2009). Many local
newspapers focused on volunteer organizations and efforts to provide aid to the
unaccompanied minors, or on the local economic effects that schools may feel catering to
more students.
Readers of a nationally distributed newspaper will probably be more concerned
by how the migration of unaccompanied minors might affect their own states or the
federal budget, rather than grassroots efforts taking place at the border. This finding is
similar to that of Kim et al. in their 2011 paper, because it supports their research
regarding agenda building and immigration. As the researchers pointed out, news media
is a for-profit industry, so this national focus on immigration can be seen as both
attention-grabbing and as a way to bring up national policies – issues that will more
directly affect readers far from the border than grassroots efforts located on the border.
Thus, the sources of USA Today and The New York Times were generally those people
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located farther from the actual events but with the power to affect legislation related to
these events, such as congressional members and White House administrators.
These findings are significant, because they demonstrate during the time in which
the migration of unaccompanied Central American minors received the most national
press attention, the migrants themselves were only rarely consulted. For example, during
the month of July (the time of the highest newspaper coverage of the topic within the
newspapers included in this study), 323 articles were published pertaining to the subject
of this study by all ten newspapers. In these 323 articles, only 18 articles included a
migrant as a source. Community members were sources in 39 articles. This lack of
migrant sources, and slightly less but still notable lack of community members as sources
demonstrates that during the time of the highest coverage of the issue, the people most
affected by events only occasionally contributed to newspaper coverage. Such issues
contribute to creation of migrants as societal “others,” as they are rarely allowed to speak
for themselves in newspaper articles and thus, in areas far from the border, readers are
dependent upon interpretations by people far from the border to explain issues related to
migration.
Returning to the SPJ Code of Ethics, one might wonder why reporters focused so
much on federal and national sources, while generally ignoring the tenant to “seek
sources whose voices we seldom hear,” and to “give voice to the voiceless,” (SPJ, 2014).
While one could argue that it was difficult for reporters to gain access to facilities where
unaccompanied minors were being held, or that the minors’ privacy was being respected
and this is why there were few migrants interviewed, the issue of not using community
members is still present, and without such restrictions.
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During the duration of the study, the Nogales International used federal agencies
as sources most often. This newspaper is located directly on the U.S.-Mexico border and
the town of Nogales, Arizona has multiple ports of entry. Additionally, unaccompanied
minors were housed in a Nogales detention facility as they awaited their hearings or
placement with family and foster care. Thus Border Patrol plays a role in both everyday
life in Nogales, because of the proximity of the border, and in the town’s direct
interactions with the unaccompanied Central American minors who were housed there.
The types of articles also varied a bit by location. As was noted in the data
section, analysis-style articles were used infrequently, as were background/ narrativestyle articles. The Brownsville Herald, the local newspaper located closest to the point of
entry for most of the unaccompanied minors, did not have any analysis articles and only
two background/ narrative-style articles. The newspaper located furthest from the
phenomenon, USA Today, had the most analysis-style articles. Similarly to the findings
regarding sources, this demonstrates decisions and analysis of this event are being
undertaken far from the actual events and from the people who are most involved. This
finding brings up the questions of whether the papers were providing adequate
background for the migration. Does the fact there were more editorial articles than
background/ analysis articles mean readers were less informed about the causes of the
migration than about various player’s opinions about how to address the events?
Additionally, will readers’ decisions regarding issues related to migration be based more
on opinions rather than analysis and background?
Research Question 4 returns to the topic of metaphors. Metaphors (the majority of
which were water metaphors) were used in both the main text and in quotes, which
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supports Santa Ana’s supposition that water metaphors are “culturally based.” As a long
standing part of the national dialogue of immigration, readers don’t question the use of
water metaphors in articles about immigration. Using the words “flood,” and “tidal
wave,” become commonplace to describe groups of people entering the United States
because such terms have been a part of the national immigration dialogue for decades.
This finding further supports the connection between our national immigration
discourse and use of water metaphors. Once again, entire groups of unique individuals
are clustered together and through metaphors are presented as a threat to society,
although articles overall do not present negative or positive judgments regarding
immigration and unaccompanied minors. This neutralization of charged language is part
of the underlying danger of using water metaphors when discussing immigration. If the
people who are using the language are not doing so in an overtly biased manner, readers
won’t directly associate the coverage with a bias. The same metaphors are used for the
duration of the study, strengthening the argument these metaphors did not originate in
just one area or one news provider but are rather a long-standing part of immigrationrelated dialogue.
However, the question arises: if a reader is constantly warned of the “flood,”
“tsunami,” “tidal wave,” and “inundation” of unaccompanied minors at the southern
border, is is possible he or she will begin seeing immigrant individuals as part of these
dangerous forces?
Analyzing the sources used in conjunction with the metaphors and perspectives of
the articles adds depth to these findings, which support this study’s argument that
grouping people together, as a nameless, faceless “flood” or “tidal wave” takes away
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their humanity – enabling reporters to occasionally portray migrants in a negative lights.
When unaccompanied minors are actually given personalities and acknowledged as
humans, the articles included in this study never portrayed them in a negative light. This
supports the findings of Stewart et al. (2011) because in the negative articles the
researchers found, migrants were not a source, but instead were discussed and criticized.
They described the media’s use of an “‘us’ versus ‘them’ modality in which Latinos were
portrayed as harmful to society. This modality was usually more frequent in areas with
smaller Latino populations – places where readers have fewer interactions with Latinos
and Latino immigrants and Latinos could not speak for themselves. Additionally, many
reporters and editors were using these terms to describe the events taking place during
this study. Use of water metaphors was not simply a unique idea in a small, isolated
publication; rather they were used by nearly 200 reporters and editors across the country.
While there are only a few reporters working at each newspaper, when looked at as a
group, this is not an inconsequential number of people to be using similar language to
discuss this topic. This can be used to support the argument that these metaphors are an
effective and pervasive part of the national immigration dialogue.
Santa Ana (2002) argued water metaphors were in part so effective because they
created large, nameless groups, so if a reader knew individual migrants or Latinos, it
would be easier for the reader to separate the known individual from the nameless group.
This study’s finding, in which individuals are not named in negative articles, but in which
water metaphors were still used to present migrants as an undifferentiated horde, supports
this aspect of Santa Ana’s (2002) argument. Negative articles did not include a
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perspective of an unaccompanied minor or woman; demonstrating distance from the
event and from the people at the heart of the events.
From Figure 15 and Figure 16, we see individual migrants are not used as sources
or named in articles with negative perspectives toward migrants and thus unaccompanied
minors are not allowed to speak for themselves when they are portrayed in a negative
manner.
While the overall percentage of negative articles is less than that of positive or
negative articles, this finding still demonstrates a problem in representations of a
vulnerable part of American society and in the way national discourse presents migrants.
AREAS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH
A great deal of research remains to be done in this area of newspaper and
terminology analysis. Interviewing reporters and editors was beyond the scope of this
research, but these interviews would complement this study. Speaking with reporters
about their understanding of metaphors, notably water-related metaphors, would be
beneficial in determining whether reporters and editors are making a conscious choice to
continue using this language, or is it a pervasive part of immigration dialogue so they do
not think about the connotations of these phrases. Additionally, this would help to
address the question of whether reporters and editors have personal reasons for use of
different immigration-status terms, or if they are solely following a newspaper guideline.
Another line of inquiry would examine the reporter’s perceptions of the terms
“undocumented” and “illegal,” when used to describe an individual’s immigration status.
Do the reporters find one to be more logical, or more offensive?
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Use of water metaphors related to immigration could also be pinpointed through
conducting a random sampling of published articles, from the same newspaper sources,
and determine whether these metaphors are used at the same rates in these random
articles as they were in the ones included in this study. This would provide more support
for the idea these terms are used in immigration dialogue, rather than just commonly used
terms in newspaper coverage. A hypothesis is that these terms are used more when
discussing immigration-related news, as these terms were most often associated directly
with immigration in articles included in this study.
Conducting the same scale of study in Spanish-language news sources would also
be interesting, as this may expand the views presented by the different newspapers. If a
newspaper is intended for a Spanish-speaking audience, would the reporters and editors
use different types of terminology? Would they be more or less sympathetic to the
unaccompanied minors arriving in the United States and to immigration-related issues in
general? This area of research would complement this study as it would help to provide a
larger picture of immigration coverage in the United States and particularly in the border
region.
Research similar to this study could also be done using other forms of media, such
as television broadcasts and radio programs. Comparing the language used and
identifying overlap in use of metaphors would help to demonstrate whether national
immigration discourse is the same and where it differs by type of media.
IMPORTANCE OF THIS RESEARCH
This study fits into the overall body of research dealing with news coverage of
immigrants and specifically, undocumented immigrants in the United States. As this
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study is based upon a recent event, related research has not yet been made available; it is
likely others are working on the subject. Because of the extensive media coverage this
group received and the nature of the coverage, analyzing these articles presents an
opportunity to determine whether the same metaphors and terminology are being used by
newspapers as were found in previous research. There was some overlap in the
terminology used to describe migrants along with metaphors falling into the same
categories as those uncovered by prior research.
An unexpected finding was that the majority of the coverage tended to be neutral
or positive, and that there were never negative-perspective articles in which a migrant
was interviewed or named directly. Results suggest this is a positive step in the national
newspaper coverage of migration and of the U.S-Mexico border. There were fewer
vitriolic articles than previous studies had found (Branton & Dunaway, 2009; Catalano,
2013; Chavez, 2013; Fryberg et al., 2011; Stewart et al., 2011) and many of the editorials
and opinion-editorials had a positive slant toward migrants. This positive step in national
newspaper discourse about migration presents a contrast with the majority of waterrelated metaphors used, which, as was discussed, are generally dehumanizing and signify
danger.
This coverage raises more questions and concerns about the national discourse
regarding immigration. What are the implications of generally neutral coverage that still
uses these metaphors? There is a desperate need in American immigration coverage for
both better understanding of migration and an ability to discuss issues relating to
migration without the use of hyperboles and dehumanizing language. Acknowledging the
negative aspects of these metaphors is the first step toward improving the national
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dialogue used to describe immigration. Metaphors are used throughout news coverage, as
has been demonstrated by both this research and that of previous researchers, and it
would be illogical to expect news-media to avoid use of metaphors. Yet myriad
metaphors which are less evocative of danger and catastrophe than these water metaphors
could be employed in their place.
If the newspapers and media can be more cognizant of connotations of words and
metaphors used in discussing immigration, perhaps readers will also begin questioning
the use of dehumanizing metaphors when they read them. In this way, media coverage
can leave behind these phrases and stop perpetuating the idea that immigrants are
“others” violating the moral geography of the United States. Instead, the national
immigration dialogue surrounding unaccompanied minors can be focused on the
humanity of these children, rather than portraying them as a nameless “wave.”
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APPENDIX A - CODEBOOK
The following is the codebook I used when doing the content analysis of every article.
The data was entered into Microsoft Excel and then transferred to IBM SPSS for
analysis.
CODEBOOK
Variables Labels
Date
Var1
Newspaper
Var2

Var2.1

Story Location

Var2.2
Var3

Page of story
Number of words

Values
X= mm/dd
1. USA Today
2. New York Times
3. UT-San Diego
4. Imperial Valley Press
5. Arizona Republic
6. Nogales
International
7. Albuquerque Journal
8. Las Cruces SunNews
9. Houston Chronicle
10. Brownsville Herald
1. Front Page
2. Local
3. Regional
4. National
5. Editorial
6. Special Report
X= page number
1. up to 99
2. 100+
3. 150+
4. 200+
5. 250+
6. 300+
7. 350+
8. 400+
9. 450+
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10. 500+
11. 550+
12. 600+
13. 650+
14. 700+
15. 750+
16. 800+
17. 850+
18. 900+
19. 950+
20. 1000+
21. 1500+
22. 2000+
1. Local
2. National
3. International
4. NA
X= short summary of
main ideas

Var4

Place of event

Var5

Main theme of story

Var6

Headline of story

X= actual headline

Type of news

1. information/ current
event
2. analysis
3. editorial
4. background/
narrative
1. local officials

Var7

Var8

Main source of
information

2. state officials
3. federal officials
4. NGO/ non-profits
5. volunteers
6. migrants
7. researchers/ analysts
8. community members
9. other
10. federal agency

X=agency
name
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Story Focus
Var9

1. migrants escaping
dangers at home

Var10

2. migrants arriving in
the U.S.
3. local response
4. state response
5. national response
6. economic impacts
7. social impacts
8. other
1. positive

Var11

Var11.2

Var11.3

Var11.4
Var11.5

Var12

Perspective of story
toward migrants

Terminology to
describe immigration
status

How are migrants
depicted? As…

Use of term
"unaccompanied +
minors/children/kids"
Inclusion of women
in article?
Are any names of
minors and/or
women included?
Are metaphors used?

2. negative
3. neutral
1. illegal

2. undocumented
3. other
4. migrant
5. NA
1. refugee
2. victim of crime
3. criminal/ law-breaker
4. other
1. yes

2. no
1. yes
2. no
1. yes

2. no
1. yes
2. no

X= term
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Var12.2

What type of
metaphor is the
primary metaphor?

1. water-related

X=
metaphor

2. nation-related

Var12.3

What type of
metaphor is the
secondary metaphor?

3. disease-related
4. other
1. water-related
description

X=
metaphor

2. nation-related

Var12.4

Var12.5

Var12.6

Var12.7

What type of
metaphor is the
tertiary metaphor?

Frequency of
primary metaphors
used

Frequency of
secondary metaphors
used

Frequency of tertiary
metaphors

3. disease-related
4. other
5. NA
1. water-related
description
2. nation-related
3. disease-related
4. other
5. NA
1. 1 time

2. 2 times
3. 3 times
4. 4 times
5. 5 or more times
1. 1 time

2. 2 times
3. 3 times
4. 4 times
5. 5 or more times
1. 1 time
2. 2 times
3. 3 times

X=
metaphor
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Var12.8

Var13

Var13.2

Is the metaphor in
main text or in
quoted speech?

Does the article
mention terrorism/
terrorist connections?

4. 4 times
5. 5 or more times
1. main text

2. quoted speech
3. both
1. yes

2. no
If yes, does it support 1. rebuts argument
connections between
the children and
terrorists entering the
U.S.?
2. supports argument
3. neutral
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APPENDIX B: GRAPHS OF WEEKLY USE OF IMMIGRATION STATUS BY
NEWSPAPER

Figure 33: Weekly occurrences of immigration status terminology by national newspapers
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Figure 34: Weekly occurrences of immigration status terminology by California newspapers
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Figure 35: Weekly occurrences of immigration status terminology by Arizona newspapers
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Figure 36: Weekly occurrences of immigration status terminology by New Mexico newspapers
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Figure 37: Weekly occurrences of immigration status terminology by Texas newspapers
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